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1.

FOr.! NO: COCKER SPAN!JlL named Clte~ter. Call
256·l016 or 344·5852.
tf/n
FOUND: Sl!T OF keys ill' parking lot b{Sl[ver &
Yale. CJulm In Marro11 Hall Rm. 10$,
OZ/14

PERSONALS

CONCEPTIONS SW • A COLLECTION of UNM · LOST: Rl!D/WHITI!/Biue earring, (Headed), CaU
s1udcn1s' creo!lvJ! works, $1.00. Marron Hall Room Lo.jl & Found 217·5656,
02/09
IOl.
tf/n
FIND YOURSELF !N the pence Corps, 271·5907.
At'CURATll INFORMATION AHOUT con02/12
uoceptiPU, ~~~riliz;:~tfora, uboriion, Right to Choose.
294-0171,
04127
LOST: I.ORGNETfE AND No1ebook w/castle
plc!tlro on front. 242-66l0,
02/15
PIIEGNANCY TESTING AND counseling, Phone
247·9819.
04/27
PASSPORT uud IDENTII'ICATION PHOTOS. 3 lOST: RED BIOLOGY nolcbook, 296-46[5
02/09
for $).7~!l l.owc~l price.~ l11 IOWill Fusl, ·plcu!il.f% evening~.
ncnr UNM. Coli 26$~Z444 or come to 171'7 Glr~rd I.QST: "1 GROUP THEORY and lntervendon",
02/09
lllvd. N!\,
04127 Ml!cttc!l Hall. 842-8899.
CONTACTS??? I'OI.ISHINO II< SOLUTIONS,
C~J.~e)'

Optical Company. 265·884(j,

3.

04127

MARIJUANA SMOKfNG CAN hC dangen;us to
)'{)~Jr henllh/ rn~tead, try our w (jeiJclou~. kitchen·
IC~IC:d, <'lumnb!tt recfpc!i, only $1.SOJJJ Muih:hcck or

money order

10: Recipe~.

P.O. IJox 3933, Vlsillln,

<'alifornilt, 932.78. Plcu~c allow 10 Lluys for delivery.

02/19
SALE. t\1.1. PIPES !Opct. off. ~~~inbow,'i arC: in
(huge & .~n1ull.). lmponcU Cigur\!tiC!;t purnphcnmlia,
Cclc')Hill Scu~onin8~ tc~. AI Pipt: & Tol.mcco Ruad
107B <'omcll SE.
02109
I·U.M P!IOI)lJ("[ION WORKSHOP: II' you ore
<ac_riuu'i nbout lc<trning film production, thh privare
HJ~ancl~-on" workshop enrphn~i1e~ ac~:css to and
in.,:lructluu with prore~.~ion_at 16mm equiplncnt to
phologruph uml ctllt your own short film. Gary
l>ohcrmun: :266·0Hfil <~ncr,JOtJns/cvcnlng~;,
02/09
WOOD you bcllcvc••. JOI9 Central NE.
02/!6
WOMEN WANT I NO TO try SQcccr·•no cxpcrlencc
ucc~;so;nry. Should be In good condition, -Ji~c to phty
hall. Wllii)IO be purt or temn. Suturday.~ I:OU .Johnson
flcldor"i!ll265·1470,
02/13
I•HlH:; AOORAIJl.E I'UPPIES! A unique mlx_lurcof
white Shepherd nnd lull dprk lilriUigcr. Six black nnd
Ihrcc white w/,\pots. Must see to upprcciate. Cnll873·
1904.
tfll1
SHARON: II.OST your address. Help! Write! Your
crl1zy Cnllfornlun, JIKA.
02/13
C'REATJVI! WHITING PUI!i.ICATION Is now
~.;ccpting poetry nmJ pro!ie written by UNM students.
Typed work !i:hould be brought to Humaninc!'i Rm.
272. No work will be rc1urnc~l.
tf/11
A SIN(JJNG 'I'EtEORAM cnn solve oll you'!'
Vnlcntine;!i gifl problems. With nowers nml personal
delivery. Your song or nurs:. Call266·7664.
02/14
SOMfiDODY GBTS MARRIED next week for lhe

KINKO'S TYPINO Sl!llVJCE (111M Selectric) 1111d
nQw J mlnut¢ Pussnort Phmos. No appo.lntment.
268-8515. We<lo keys,
'r"
TYPING FlllSTQUAl.!TY, 883-7787, Holly. 02/13
TYPIS'f-24 HOUR SERVICE. Jean, .255-9426 aftor
4:00p.m.
02122
!\DO MUSIC TO )'otu semester. Marc'.'i G!Jhar
SIIH.Iin, 265·3315,
tfn
Qt\ TYPIN(l SERVICE. A complt:!tc typing and
editorinl ~,Ystcm. Technical, generul, Jcgnl, rn~dh;nl,
ftchol!l!!-lit:. Chjjrts& tpblcs, J45~2~~·04/27
TYPING, NIGHTS, WEEKENDS. Par, 29J-86HB.
03/06
FORf.IGN AUTO TUNE-UP, minor rcpuir,
rcamnablc, guarant!!ed. 268·8752.
021 I 2
TYPIST • TERM PAPERS, Thc:;is; Resumes. 299·
8970.
OJ/06
CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS, B.M. dc~ree,
ex['lcricnccd, $20/mo. 2S.Spl842.
02114
fAMOUS QUIV!RA UOOKSHOP and photography
g/llle;y illoc/I[Od v, block frotn Johnson Oylll at I r I
CorneiJ.J-fourfi IJ.(, Mon·Fri. Spcc;ial or~cr scrvke,
oul2
CREATIVE METALWOR!l: YOUR idea in .<t<cl.
Trophies, belt buckles. ej~;, 299·11881./\sk for Driun.
02112
PROI'ESSIONA!. TYPING SERVICE. All types or

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: WOMAN'S GOLD watch with broken
band. tdentiryand daim. Marron Hall, Room lOS.
,
tf/n

'
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power may expand
JUin Tabo Plaza

.lull! Tllloo I

By CHARLES PO.LING
A bill thl!t would e1etend UNM's
administntive authority over
students' off-campus behavior is
being heard todl!Y in the N .M.
House Education Committee,
Introduced by Rep. Vernon Kerr,
R-Los Alamos, House Bill 181
would subject a student to ad·
ministative penalties if the student
failed "to satisfy judgment ren·
dered against him as a result of
property damage to an off-campus
dwelling."

~flliii*Y

284·5534

FORSALE

TO\"OTA LANDCRU!SER, 4,4, 1972, S21i00.
(1)471·7077.
OZ/09
FREE SHEPHERD c~oss pups. 6 male, ) rcrnalc,
Call R73-1904 aflerS.
tf/n
TWO GIUSON OUJTARS. L6·S 1972 natural !inish,
fine, $350t. ES125T brnwn Sunbl!nl, good. 19SO'!it
$2251. 255·4089 after 8:00pm,
02fl4
A.K.C. SIREHIAN HUSKY puppies. Seven wcoks.
$t50. 296-8294.
0~109
73 AUOI IOOLS, RUNS well. Michclins, 4·.~pced,
$1700/nmk.c orrcr. Mornings, evenings 262-0986.
"'
02109
'71 VOLVO 4·SPEED, very qui~t. $1000.00, and Fuji
IO·spccd $!25. 843·7o29.
. 02/09
WOMEN SIZES NEED ·clothes but don't have the
bucks? Jeans, sweuters, pams, suits, cQats, formals,
wedding gowns, shqes, ex-celleni prices. 298-5969.
'

WARM UPS

at bOth
. locations

DAILY

HOUSES FOR SALE ncar. i,JNM Law School,
IJCMC, Stone Co., 883-0900,344.0234.
02/!S

6.
EMPLOYMENT
.:.;_ _...:._...;;_ _;....:.....;._....,,.----

4. HOUSING
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MISCELLANE'OUS

••••,•cANI.P"usltif<e•a•Mo•P'E'o•••••••:
Sakal, Fujif Azukl • 3, 5, 10, 12, Speeds

:

ALL MOPEDS- 5% Above Cost
·~
1718 Centra I SE • 243·9630 • Behind Okies -tc

............................................iC
•
:I
•
Dlocount Prlcao • Come In .lnd Compore • Open-.•• S.t.10•5

The ·Disconnection Dance.rs?
Who are they?
What are they?

Everyone loves to be remembered
on VALENTINES DAY with
'9'<J:v(
a carnation delivered by
DELTA SIGMA PI
On sale Friday, Monday,
Tuesday· and Wednesday
.
at the SUB
$1.00 per carnation
free· delivery
to certain ~:.a

Monday, February 1.2,1979

By .BILL ROBERTSON
Students of higher educat1o11 in
New Mexico may yet have a say in
the finances of their schools, as a
bill to give a voting power to
student representatives on the
Board of Educational Finanae has
been introduced in the House of
Representatives.
Felix
Nunez
of
Rep.
Albuquerque, whose district en·
compasses the'University area, has
introduced Senate Bill 22 in the
House in hopes that it will fare
better than Sen. John Irick's
measure.
SB22 went down in defeat about
two weeks. ago, at the hands of
powerful conservatives Aubrey
Dunn and Les Houston. They
argued that giving students voting
power would create a conflict of
interest: i.e. a student deciding the
budget of his/her university is
prima facie evidence of 11 conflict or
interest.
Nunez's answer: "That's the type
·of question which doesn't have any
impact," he said. "Many
legislators here have similar con·
flicts of interest."

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Quarrel
5 Depository
9 Asian animal
14 Dry
15 Solo
16 Herb
17 Man's nick··
name
18 Common
contraction
19 Food
20 '!I'll get
,, you

UNITED Feature Syndicate
44 Within:
Comb. form
Thursday's Puzzle Solved:
45 Country
46 House adjunct
49 Nomad
53 Pineapple
54 Robin, e.g.,
55 Function
56 Mutually:
Prefix
57 "Bus Stop"
author
58 Wagner
22.Jammf;!d
heroine
23- Major
59 Weeping
24 Enameled
60 Adequate
metalware
61 Colored
25 Rue
DOWN
12 Serf
,
37 Adjoined
28 Meta!
1 Cygnet
13 Conduct
39 European
32 Give con2 Heap
21 Pecan; e.g ..
nation
sent
3 Acme'
22. Beat
Sort
33 Meat cut
4 Composi24 Bangkok na- 40
42
Thinner
34 Pronoun
tions
tives
43 Smoothed
35 Rainbow
5 Cruel per- . 25 Attacks
45 Slow: Music
36 Namely: 2
son
· 26 Heron
46
Pace
words
6 Fragrance
27 Soiled
47
Ms. Bancroft
• 37- Lugosi
7 Very good
2_8 Isle of Wight 48-tat
38JFK or FOR 8 Corrode
town
49
Alcoholic:
39 Satan's
9 King
29 French river
Slang
realm
Arthur1s
30 Lancet
40 Islam te)(t
50- poly
realm
31 Wealth
4t Scribers
51 Otherwise
10 Wreath
33 Cattle
43 Lorelei,
52 Studied
11 Chinese CJy·
roundup
et.al.
54 Masslve
nasty
36 Palate

__

Company
awarded
contract
Seegee Engineering Co. has been
awarded a contract to construct an
addition to the Architecture
Building, said Robert J. Schmidt of
the university's architect office.
Seegee Engineering's bid . was
$134,799 plus $4,340 to provide an
exterior stairway to the building's
basement, Schmidt said.
,
The addition to be constructed
where a. parking lot now exists at
the southeast corner of Stanford
and Central Ave.
Schmidt said that a pre•
construction meeting will be held
today and the construction may
begin next week.
·
· Robert C. Walters, an associate
professor at the School of
Architecture said the two-story
building is to house a graduate
student studio ill the lower level.
The upper level will have a graduate
student lounge and a seminar room
to be used by both graduate .artd
undergraduate students, Walters
said.
Schmidt said there were eight
bidders for this addition.

We thought we'd dear up this nagging question
before you lose any more sleep over it. The D.D. is a
club/dass In which students can start on any Fri. or
Sat. from 7-9 p.m. The class sessions will be taught
in the large Pronto area In the basement of the SUB.
Partner hustles and free style, such as the Push and
the Freak, wilt be. taught. No dance experience is
necessary, both beginning and advanced dancers are
welcome.
The instructors ate: Theresa Marquez and
Valerie Dominguez from Albuquerque, Demaris (fa
Ta) Arocho and Steve Haymes from New York, and
Aaron Felida no, professional jazz and disco In·
sfrudor from las Vegas, Nevada. The membership •
fee includes 2 hours of instruction each week for a
month (8 hours of instruction) for only $15 for
students and $20 for non-students. For the latest
steps, the besf instructors and the lowest rates in
town, join the Disconnection Oancers. Sponsored by
Union Adivitles.
·
·

c•

1

,•

administrators about the ,bill .
penalties a school could apply
A
UNM , administrative would be the same as for a debt
spokesman ra.ised questions about owed the school by a student.
the bill's constitutionality, saying
"It's the only way we can go,"
that it gave state universities and Kerr said. Most students are
colleges authority over renters, but . without "parental-back-up," he
not the reciprocal authority over said,
landlords.
"The only way to get a hold of
The bill would allow state in· them is through their grades and
stitutions of higher education to transcripts," he said,
·
withhold grades or transcripts if a
Kerr admitted that Hii 181 -would
student did not satis'fy a court's establish a precedent for more
judgment in an off-campus increases of state colleges and
property damage case. The universities' authority over their
.students' off-campus lives.
He said he had not had much
input either for or against the bill.
HB 181 might not pass because not
enough landlords ha vi: complained,
he said.
The New Mexico P11blic Ini·erest
Research Group said a letter·
writing campaign against the bill
would be considered if HB 181 were
, passed by the Education Committee.

Rep. _Nunez
reintroduces·
senate bill

5

For further information taU 891·1928 ol" 897·2986.
a

The bill states that it would apply
to "judgment debtors" who were
students at a New Mexico in·
stitution of higher education during
the time of rentl!l and against whom
a claim for property damage "has
been reduced to final judgment by a
court of competent jurisdiction."
Kerr introduced HB 181 after
receiving one complaint from a Los
Alamos resident whose rental unit
in Albuquerque had been damaged
by a UNM student. Kerr said he
had not spoken with University

New Mexico

02/09

PART TIME JOB gradua1e studenis only·. Afternoons and evenings, Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nJ·ghts, Must be 21 years old, Apply in
person, 11~ phone calls please. Savcwtty Liquor Stores
at .5704 Lomas NE, 5516 Mcn<~,ul NE.
02116
work. C.llll.Gr~cc 881·0600. 9·4pm.
02/IS MEN! WOMEN! JOBS. Cruise ship~, freigh1ers. No
experience. High pay! Sec Europe, H;ttwnii, Aumalia,
So. America. Career, Summer! Send $2.7S for info.
to SEA WOR!.D DZ Do• 61035, S0cto.. CA 95860.
OJ/OS
NOll HILl. MOTEL. RcasOJtablc daily and weekly
rutes. 3712 Cemra1 SE ncar UNM. PhoJIC 2S,·l172,
PA~T-TIME .rou: Sales, Oe11:ible hours\ good ·pay,
03108 Possible fuiJ.fime during break, Call: Phll franc~yk,
02120
ALI'HA STUDIOS. FURNISHED, hoaled sWim- CLU, 88J·l360.
ming pool, sccuri!Y guard, ~u U1ilities paid, .$139.00 OVERSEAS JOOS-·SUMMER/year round. E;urore,
monlhly, Near Coronutlo and Wlnroc:k. 6200 Jmlian S. America. Australia, Asi~, etc. All fields, $SOO School Rd. 883-5777.
02128 $!,200 monthly, E.xpemoes paid. Sightseeing. Free
BASEMENT FOR PARTIES. Large 3 bedroom 1nfo.-Write; IJC, Do~4490·NB, Berkeley,.CA 94704.
03/02
$180. Kills, pets welcome. 262·1751 Vullcy Rentals.
$l5 fcc.
02109
I OR 2 WAITRESSES, IOflless,·bachelorparty. ~44·
02/09
ROOMMATE TO SHARE 2 bdr. 14'x70' mobile 0646, evenings,
home on I Vi acres JOrhin. south or Albuq, PART..TIME CASHIER AND counter wo_rk. Nights,
S70.00/rno. t ~ eKpL!nses. Fred 217~5200 or 1~864· 4pm-12pm, weekends to ~t;· arranged. Apply In
6309;
02/M person, 2:30.6;00, ask ror·Pete, Fromler Restaurant,
02/09
RIOGECRESTONB Dl!DROOM, nowcrappliances, 2400 Cenrrnl SE.
central heal, fcn~:cd ynrd. Sl20 iricludes·utilities. 262· WORK OVERSEAS IN lho Peace Corps. 277-5907.
17ll Volley Rentals S3Hce,
02/09
02/12
ONE BLOCK FROM UNM Architecture School. IJECOME A COLLEGE campus dealer, Sell brand
Fircrlace, 3 bedroom, buscment, large living. dining name stereo components at lowest prices. High
and yard, S32S. 256·1034 bcrorc7:45a.nt.
02/09 profits: no hwestment required. For details, contacl:
FURNIS!IED ONE UEDROOM aparlmcnt $130.00 FAD CQmponcnts, Inc., ·6S Passaic Ave., P.O. Box
month plus Utilities. 570.00 dnmage deposit, Comer 689, Fairfield, New Jersey 07006. Ilene Qrlow!iky,
02109
Kathryn and Edi1h SE. For appoi'ntmeru to ,sec call 201-227-6800.
881·3298.
02/09 TEACH OVERSEAS! ALL flelds, all leveb. For
NEED TEMPORARY FEMALE roommate untll dc!ails, send ·sclr-addressed, stamped, long cn11clope
June 10 share three bedroom house in NE Heights. to: Friends .of World Teaching, P.O. Box i049, San
02/12
Dus line ac corner takes )'Oll directly to UNM. $113 Plego. CA 92112,
plul share utilities. Call 292·l82J ror more In·
rormatfon. arter 6:00.
02/09
•
ROOMMATE WANTED NON·SMOKER, sharo .;...;_...;,....;;;...;;.________...;;_ _
house close to UNM, S90 month including utilities, WANTED: EXAMPLES of student-wrllten
Nice neighborhood. 255-6748
02113 de-partmental catalogues. Help UNM Theatre get il!i
UNFURNISHED. ONE BEDROOM apt, 5190 month act loscthcr. 177-4332, leave message ror Michael
includ.,utllldes.34S-127J,
02113 Adams.
02/09
PERFECT VALENTINE'S GIFT! Free puppies.
IMMACULATE 3·bEDROOM, I 3/4 bath, family. Dlaek and b&w. Medium sized Shepherd cross. Call
room. garage. carpeted, drapes, corner near Juan 873•1904•
tr/n
Tabo and Ccpper. References. $375/month. -2SS·
.3991.
02/09 NEW MAOAZI_NE. SEND prose, graphich poetry to
LET US FIND you a compatible roommate. All ages, S.rd Press, P,O, Dox 4442 Albuquerque, 87106.
02/09.
backgrounds. No tlntc limit, selection guaranteed.
The Roommare Gallery 2220 Ctnrral (next lo the NEW W.,_TERBED, 5109.95 buys yoll I) dark
Posh Bagel), 266-5959.
02/15 walnut-stained floor frame. 2) safety liner. 3) fines1
lap seam mauress, any size with thf_ee year guaral).lee.
ONE BlOCK TO campus. One and two bedroom WaterTrips,34.07 Centrai.NE.
04127·

ihird lime. Greed. dce'eit. and brazen lies serve some
• people very- well.
02112
"MI{'HAEI. COHF~N AND Dormn'' tts we knew )'iJU
in Sf I'J73·74 learnlng Folk Dancing In Folk Art
Mmcum. l'lcasc: cmJincl Mcrhaba Folk Dum:~ Clubj
llcall1cr Albrig!u, 6533 El Grec-o Apt.D, hiltl Visln,·
C"A930!7.
02/IJ
Trill ESTAilLJSIIMENT, PlUNK, dino & danco
cxpcricnc~ prcsentirlg the harpicsi hilppy hour and
dandngest musicdowmtairs: ttlso .serving the finest in
sreaks. flrimc rib & seafood UJlslairs. Muntgomery
!'lata Mull, 863·2540.
tr/n
lltii.LY DANCING CLASSES. Witlt Zion. Cull J4S·
fo9JO,
02/20
1'll1NK AllOUTTilE Pence Corps. 277-5907, 02112
ATO-·SHOW UP or,shut Up··The Manglers. ·02/09
I,.A,I>.I, OPEN WATDR Scuba ~our.sc laugtu In
Mexico during Spring break (muu have bad~ ccr~
llficatlou). Cull Mr. Salinas 8JJ.JIII.
02/09
IILUllEYflS··W!IERE aud what would you like to
:;urrcnder7·-4M.
02/09
WilEN THE Pll!CES don't quile-secm to fit, maybe
we can help put lhcm buck together. AGORA, 211·
3013.
02/09
LOCAL ARTISTS, SCULPTURERS and
plu>1ographers, lr you arc inlerC$tcd in condgnlng
your work ton new gallery soon lo open across from
UNM pl<ase'cull 266-5959 Wed, thru Sat. J0-6pm,
No crnfcs please.
02/JS
STECK TilE WRECK, Happy Blrt~day and
M•A•S•!I. FIJI's.
02/09
DEAR SUNNY, AS Mllron said In Paradise Losr,
11
she ate". and .so will I. Pll bring the candles and the
Cream1and moo-juice. Incurably and romantically
yours. DJT·32S (alias the ''llare-'').
02109
ANY STUOENlS EARNING money working in
massage parlors and willing to contribute in~
formation to_ ti research proj~t anonymobsly, call
Monday or Wedne!.day bctw~n lOam and noon at
177-SlOO.
02/12
PINCHAS, THERE'S A Music Oepr. Gons Show
Feb.J4 a! 8:15pm. DrlnSl'ourswl:et!e ror only 5.75,
4
The Sweelie of Honor ls Odys$Cy Records for their
fantastic Orand Ptiie. See you there-Yehudi. 02114 : •

2.

SERVICES

apls. with swimming pool, dishwasher. $!9l will>
Utllltic.< paid. No children or pers. 209 Columbia SE,
Call2ll-21i8l,
02/1)
NEED ROOMMATE WITH house or apartment..
821·8 !84,34l·8836.
~
02/09
STUPENTS 585 F!NEL Y fUrnished one bedroom.
Carp~l!ng, cenmd he~H, tUilllies p~Id. ;!62-17S-1 Valley
Rentals SJS fee,
02109
FURNISHED EfFICIENCY APARTMENT, SilO
month plu't u11lltle~, $60 dcpa:sil, Edhh & .Killhryn
SE. Call 881·329~ alter 3:00,
02/09
QEAT THIS! CUSTOM two bedroom fur·
ni~hcd/unfu_rnishcd hou~~. Applhmc~Js, carp_eling,
$100, 262·1751 Valloy Rcntals$35fce,
02/09
2 HI.OCKS fROM UNM. Nlc~ IJlR fttnlishcd house.
H42·8560 a ftcr ~.
02/09

is

•

"Basically, passage will depend
on what the mood of the House is
on the .day of voting. That will
make all the difference.''
Nunez is counting on his position
on the House Education Com·
mittee, where the bill will be heard
this week, to steer the measure
through any potential roadblocks.
"The previous record of the bill
(defeated in Senate21-I9) will bean
obstacle," Nunez said, ''but I'm on
the Education Cpmmittee.
"If the bill passes the House, I
think it will have a better chance of
making .it through the Senate this
time around."
Presently, two students sit on the
BEF as advisory members. Mimi
Swanson of UNM and Jim Masse
of New Mexico State, respective
presidents of their student bodies,
serve on the BEF. According to the
terms of House Bill 300, which is
identical to Sen. Irick's ·ill-fated
SB22, the .two advisory members
wiU be granted voting privileges.

'
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Street
clea·ner?

CHADWICK PHDTD

Construction crews. finishing work Friday on the
rt~novstions betwesn Woodward Hs/1 snd the new Art
Building iJmployed 11 trsdl(ionsl technique - move the dirt
snd it will look clfNinflr.

l
\

l
i
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Bakhtiar gQverninent collapses
. TEHRAN, Iran (UPI)
Abandoned by the army, the
government collapsed Sunday as
exultant supporters of Ayatollah
R. uholllih Khomeini seized control
of the capital and prochiimed a new
Islamic regime.
.
.
Loyalist troops counterattacked
throughout the night in several
areas· of Tehran, but.the downfall
of Prime Minister Shahpour
Bakhtiat's government was assured
hours earlier, when the nation's topgenerals declared their uim·
partiality" in, the crisis and. ~i.th·
drew their support from the CIVthan
regime,
Kbomefni's supporters took over
the . national radio and television
and declared an "ad hoc Islamic.
. revolutionary command" was
ruling Iran. They said .Bakhtiar had
resigned, then later repOrted he may
have committed suicide.
The Ayatollah's chosen prime
minister, Mehdi Bazargan, former
director of the National Oil
Company; was expected to take
over as .head of the government
later Monday. . .
Khomeinl's followers ransacked
aakhtiar's home and office and
ripped apart the Israeli Embassy.
u.s. officials readied emergency
evacuation plans for the few
thousand Americans left in Iran.
Iranian guards at the U.S.

Embassy· deserted their posts, but premier's fate, it was clear that he
Marines standing- guard duty in was no longer in power.
combat uniform kept order there.
Mel)di Bazargan appeared on
The Pentagon's airlift for television Sunday night and anAmerican personrtel . was suspen· • nounce the nation's chief of staff,
ded, along with all other flights out Gen. Abba Qarabaghi, had met
Of Tehran.
.
with him and pledged the military's
Despite the night-long reistance full support in building a new
by loyalist troops, there waS' nO .sign· government.
·
that the Bakhtiar government still
But despite that statemen(, pro·
existed. Whatever the 64-year-old shah troops, chiefly members of the

elite Immortals Brigade, continued
fighting in Tehran.
Although it appeared Khomeirti's
supporters . had seized virtually
every major building in the capital,
Radio. Tehran reported continuing
b~ttles in South Tehran and said
units of the Imperial Guard were
trying to re-take the government•s
broadcast studios near the Hilton ·
Hotel in north Tehran.

Iranians sing in ·Tehran streets
By MIKE HOEFT
•nd MICHAEL McGUCKIN
People were singing in .the streets of Tehran,
· celebrating the collapse of Prime Minister Shah·
pour Bakhtiar's .government, accordirtg to a
UNM. Iranian. student, whose friend' telephorted
home to the capitol Sunday.
Tehran streets were being cleaned, of the carnage from bloody fightipg between the fallen
"lmmortals," the shah's Imperial Guard, and
pro-Khomeini 'soldiers, said Hooshang Mehr·
.noosh, a UNM education student on sabbatical
from Tehran University.
.
Jt was late Sunday night in the Iranian capitol
when Mehrnoosh's friend, calling from
Albuquerque early that day, reached his sister in
Tehran.
·
"'I'm okay," she said. "There aren't. many
gunshots now. They're cleaning the streets and
Bakhtiar is gone. We don.'t know where he is,'"
Mehrnoosh related. the woman's conversation.

Though Moslem leader Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini has asked the country to remain at
ease: it is hard to predict what will happen next,
Mehrnoosh said.
,
. .. .
"Inhere fire under tbelishes?" He wonders.
Mehrrioosh, who has been at UNM (or two
years; said recent turns of events are similar to
what happened htlran 25 Yeats ago. ·
Moslem leader Mohammed Mossadegh,. who
had received popular sUppc>rt, staged a coup
ousting the shah in 1953. The shah's prime
minister, Fazollah Zahedi, with the help of
American 'advisors with the shah's army,
recaptured the palace held by Mossadegh, but aL
first couldrt't find him. He was later arrested and
the shah regained the throne, he said.
Mehrnoosh said though the CIA still advises
the shah's army, the United States would fail in
trying to influence the present fractured army of
the shah.
contltluod on pogo&
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Americans in Iran
may be evacuated
v.·ASHll'GTON !UP I)

-

Tne United States announced plans Sunday

to move passenger-r:arr)ing helicopters and Marines to forward bases near

Iran as part of preparations for the possibile evacuation of thousands of
Americans.
The Defense Department said the United States .is readying plans to
I\ Hhdra\• American& from the troubled Middle East nation in response to
1he reponed collap>e of the U.S.-backed government.
"At the direction of the State Department, we are making some
preparations for an evacuation," a Pentagon spokesman said.
A State Department spokesm<!n ;,aid the ? ,000 Americans in Iran ~
l ,550 of them militar)' or diplomatic personnel and dependents -were all
-are and advised by the C".S. Embassy in Teheran to stay off the streels.
The Pentagon spokesman said six pas>enger-carr)'ing helicopiers ''will
l;oe mmed to a closer location in the e¥ent becomes necesary to use them in
men ing Amerkans out of Teheran."

THE LAW CLINIC
EDWARD G. PARHAM -JOSEPH M. FINE- MICHAEL FITZPATRICK

Journalism '59, Law '52 of UNM
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•DIVORCE
•PERSONAL INJURY CLAIMS
•CRIMINAL CASES
•WORKMAN'S
COMPENSATION
•BANKRUPTCY
•ACCIDENT CLAIMS
WE DO IKITSPECI.UZE OR UIIIT OtiR
I'UCTICE TO THESE S-ERVICES

LEGAL SERVICES AT
REASONABLE .FEES

CALL242-2715 FOR INFORMATION REGARDING
THESE & OTHER SERVICES, OR DROP IN AT:

220 FO.URTH STREET NORTHWEST
• 112 BLOCK SOUTH OF COURTHOUSE PLAZA •

World News

106 Cornell SE

vegetariar)

Orphan aid faces cut
school costs by more than $2,200.
To complicate matters, orphans
can collect from both the Social
Security and toe Basic Education.
Opportunity Gr.an t Programs'
simultaneously.
•
The GAO said most students
getting Social Security benefits
qualify for other programs. It said
the proposed pha~e-out would save
$170 million the first year and $1.8
billion annually by 1984.
But Robert Ball, Social Security
commissioner from 1962 to 1973,
sees things differently.
"An orphan now 17 years old,
woo ha,s been told that he or she
will get social security benefits
through age 21 while attendin~

'•

and ~t dinners

college, would find under the
administration's proposal that no
benefits were payable," he said.
He told a House Committee tile
orphans could wind up losing
$5,000 over a four-year period by
having to compete for scarce funds
with other students.
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Bueiluelos or Ea•elada
Taeo de Haevo
Cholee of Julee
Hot eoflee or hot tea
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Spaghetti UJith meatsauce

~

·All you. can eatf

~.:_

$2.89 with coupon, valid only
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on Monday Feb. 12 between 5 and 9 p.m.
~~M&&1 No taka outs or deliveries please. ~MtlMtlttt~.
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D1reetly Aeross F'rom Yale Park

2216 Central SE-265-5986

All Day Special
. Buy one sandwich* and get the second of equal
value for just one cent with this coupon and the
purchase of two large drinks. · Limit one per
customer.
• excludes crown, inflation and health spa

Expires 2·16·79
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Italian Fatso Subs
(next to MacDonald's)
Hours: Mon•Sat 10 to 10
Sun12to7pm
Subs. Pas~a. Calzone Pizza
~u
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attempt, Ahmad Raza Kasuri,
called the pro-Bhutto appeals "an
interference in the internal affairs
of Pakistan" and asked foreign
leaders to stop pleading for
Bhutto'slife.
.•
Kasuri escaped unhurt in the
September 1974 incident, but his
father died when his car was riddled
with machine-gun and rifle bullets.
Kasuri gave .reporters copies of a
letter his mother wrote to President
Carter, who has appealed for
Bhutto's life, saying, "You did not
send a word of cheer to the family
of the deceased bot have come out
in support of a tyrant."
Bhutto's chief defense counsel,
Ynyah Bakhtiar, said he will ask the
supreme court Tuesday to revi.ew its
4·3 decision last week upholding a
l.owcr court's death sentence.
Bhuuo had forbidden his defense
and friends to plead fot men:y.
The 51-year-old former prime
minister could be hanged any time
nrt.cr Monday unless the supreme
court ngrees 1.0 renssess its findings
or Prcsidc11t Zia heeds the appeals

·
.-a·
··.JUM · [carn•l'lif::::..:

Calz'one Pizza (deep fried pizza dough stuffed
with ricott•. . mozzerella and parmesan
cheeses) and a 'smaU drink.

$1.25

Free
Small-Sundae
with purchase of
any sandwich, fries, and drink.
with this coupon - valid only at 2300 Central

zta8 Gold llv•...

.JACK
·DRIVE-IN

PERRY'S PIZZA
Peppetonl Pizza By The Slice
·
(across fto_m UNm) · ·

for clemency.

Zia Sl\id late last yeitr he woul'cl
nbidc by the supreme court's
decision and there has been no
inclinnlion whether he has changed

2004 Centtal SE

~

Italian Fatso Specia••

UMMMM

Dairy Queen* brazier.
has it all
Food and Dessert

hanging of Bhutto

t

(only.,/
eoupon)

includes saTad, garlic bread

Leaders try to stop

l

•
•
•
•
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CHlCAGO - stx members of a south side family, five children and
their 19-year-old cousin, were killed early Sunday in a fire that gutted their
home •
Firefighters said the fire, possibly sparked by a faulty stove, began in the
kitchen at the rear of the house and spread to the upstairs bedrooms.
Tile parents were not at home when the fire broke out. Three other
children escaped by climbing out a second floor window onto a porch roof
and jumping IS-feet in toe snow, firefighters said.
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NEW ORLEANS ~Jubilant police officers, whose two-day pre-Mardi
Gras strike won major concessions from the city, claimed l!nother vic;tory=
Sunday with the disclosure the city will restore all fringe benefits reduced
to fund a pay raise.
The Civil Service Commission met secretly Saturday and voted to restore
24 sick days and IS vacation days for all city employees hired beofe Jan. I.
The commissioners said "we seriously question (the) wisdom" of the move
but had .no choice because of "certain threats issued by union officials."

•

Combination Speeial

(Fried Tortilla eovered·wtth·
elauaJDon .t $ag•r)'
.
·
Enmelada "':'. (GialledSopapUla) .

Police go to work

I

Feb. 12, 1

Seeoad Floor

Bueftuelos

He described social security as a
compact between 106 million
contributors and their government,
and said it should not be used for
•'short-range budget savings."
"You can't do this sort of thing
without destroying people's faith in
the promises ·Of the Social Security
System and in the promises of .
government generally," he said.

WASHINGTON ~ Government police slammed shut the doors of the
Agriculture Department Sunday to protesting farmers because of abuses
caused by a small minority, a spokesman said,
The department, located near the mall encampment of members of the
American Agriculture Movement, had been open 24 hours a day since
Monday to accommodate the visitors.
Capt. J. H. Jones of the Federal Protective Service said the doors were
locked at mid-afternoon because some farmers were using government
telephones to make long-distance calls.
He said the abuses were caused by only a small minority.

I

GOCitd

· 8-8:30•·•· Jl. F

'Abusive' farmers·

l

2:30pm to closing

ALMUERZO eula CASA

-.NEWS BRIEFS

•

Buy One get One FREE

• Baklava
•F•t..l

Six die in fire
:

All s.andwichas and dinners

255-4401.

College no longer financed

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
Administration wants to save $600
million in its proposed 1980 budget
by killing a Social Security program
that helps bankroll the college
education of America's orphans.
President Carter, justifying the
proposed Social Security changes,
told a reunt news conference, ''It's
imperative that the system be efficient and that benefits go where
they're most needed."
The propo>ed budget calls for
scaling down several specialpurpose programs that account for
about one-half of I percent of the
overall Social Securiy benefits.
One victim would be Social
Security payments for college
stu!lents whose parents are retired,
disabled or dead. Benefits for high
school students would not be affected.
Tile student benefits, which are
paid regardless of a student's income, were added to the Social
Security system in 1965. About
800,000 individuals now receive and
average of about SI ,700 a year.
The admini~tration argues (he
benefits can nf.l\'' be phased out
because the government has great!~·
expanded other student aid
programs.
And the general accounting
office, the investigative arm of
Congress, says some orphans may
wind up getting more money than
their education costs because the
Social Security benefits are paid
without regard to actual expenses.
The GAO told Congress last
week that some students have
received benefits exceeding tht;ir

•
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Qebind The Frontier Restal!rant

Free M•dium Drink

•

wI puPCha•• af ·
·. .
Dur Famau• Gr••n Chli Bur,•r & Fr. Fri••
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UNM
student
.
finds
. Chinese
Ivery healthy'

Editorial

Food tax· relief
There are two proposals before the New Mexico State Legislature
concerning the possible revocation of the gross receipts tax on food.
The measure can be adopted in one <if tWO ways: taking the tax off
food or placing a tax credit on the state income tax form to com.
pensate.
If one of the measures is to pass, observers say it will be the removal
of the tax. There is no doubt that something must be done - consumers not only are entitled to some kind of relief, they need it,
The U.S. Department of Agriculture predicts food prices to average a
6 to 10 percent increase for 1979. This prediction is considered conservative by private economists and commodities experts who expect
food prices to rise and average of at least 10 percent.
The USDA's predictions for 1978 missed the mark when it forcast a 4
percent food price rise; the final figure for last year was 10 percent.
A key cause of last year's 10 percent food price rise was the consumer's willingness to pay higher meat prices. In December, 1977,
consumers spent 32 percent of their home-use food budget on meat,
fish, poultry ·and eggs. In December, 1978, that figure increased to 34,6
percent. Meat, fish, poultry and egg prices - led by pork and beef rose more than 20 percent in 1978 for home use.
Consumers certainly can cut down on their consumption of high
priced foods, but current prices, with no tax benefits, force some
consumers to completely cut out consumption of some foods,

Opinion

Conflict inevitable

•'•

1was appalled by the absurdity of the editorial comment of the Feb. 1
edition of the LOBO with respect to your comment on demonstrations
being a "less healthy energy release" than athletic competition and
vicarious athletic stimulation. The editors should be astute enough to
figure out that the purpose of demonstrations is not that of a pasttime
(as are the athletic Roman circuses) but rather that of social change or
economic socio-political change, and for the most part the accompanying violence is either a reaction against the oppression (see
Franz Fa non, The Wretched of the Earth) perpetuated by a given sociopolitical economic system against the underdogs of a society or
violence applied by the society to keep socio-political economic change
from taking place.
This is the history of the Hatters Rebellion under the Knights of
Labor, the Haymarket Riots in Chicago, the massacre of the railroad
workers near Grand Junction, CO, the massacre at Tlatefolco in Mexico.
City in 1968, the student riots in Paris that same year together with the
small farmers, etc. ad infinitum. And, while there may be cyclical
slowdowns in radicalism, these periods are not ones of absolute
quiescence, they are times for reviewing the failures of the previous
attempts, times for reviewing the issues and looking at the best approaches to successfully attack those, and While at time tactics may
change,. the struggle still goes on until the underdogs are ·ready to take
push back to the level of shoving.
In you had been following the lines of e)Cpression in the black
community concerning the poverty and unemployment and the inertia
of the social system in dealing with these problems, and if you had been
following the large number of incidences of deaths of Chicanos through
police brutality_ and racism and the e)Cclusion of Chicanos from· employment and education, causing major gang problems, you would
know that push is just about to come to shove again for our com·
munities, for we have been left with no alternative to our plight as a
group other than to establish a new socio-political economic order and
the established order will place itself in opposition, thus making
demonstrations and conflict inevitable, and that is not necessary bad,
regretabfe, since it seems we as human being are not willing apparently
to set up equitable systems of economic, social. and political interaction, but not bad, since the poor and the oppressed have to have
some recourse in order to change as rapidly as possible the oppressive
conditions under which they are suffering.
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Letters

Two carry grudge
Editor:
Last Friday (Feb. 2) Mr.Candelaria replied to my fetter on the issue of
the LOBO's treatment of Senator Summers, and of the senate's refusal
to back the vote of the students on the proposed tuition hike. However,
Mr. Candelaria chose not to take eKception with the opinion itself, but
of my credibility as a person entitled to voice my opinion. Mr. Candelaria made many vague references to my character and the only
reference he mad!'! to my opinion was in fact in agreement with what I
had said. This type of "intelligent" rebuttal is not really worth
responding to, so, Mr. Candelaria, if you choose to take exception to
my viewpoint please do so, but try and keep it to the issues at hand,
and not in the form of character assassination.
Also, yesterday's paper (Feb. 7). Mr. Kious parallels my opinion of
Sen. Summers' .treatment in the LOBO with that of the treatment
received by Richard Nixon. He stated: "I'm certain that if we
questioned Sen. Johnson and Mr. Laino we would find that they were
once among those who felt the press was unfair to Mr. Nixon ... "
How dare you make such an unfounded (not to mention out and out
ridiculous) statement about which you obviously know so very; very
little! Sen. Summers is paying for·his mistakes with his freedom and the
loss of his credibility; so(l1ething Mr. NiKon never has suffered, and
should as far as thstgoes. Also Mr. Summers' actions were not related
to UI\IM directly, as he committed no crime against the students of the
Urliversity, but served them honestly and fairly while he was a senator.
The only problem I had with the LOBO was its wording of the editorial
cartoon. Almost half of the senste had voted to impeach the vice
president, Mr. Garcia, and no one, With the obvious exception of Mr.
Summers is a convicted felon. So to ridicule the impeachment attempt
just because Mr. Summers was involved is poor journalistic rheto.ric.
Mr. Candelaria and Mr. Kiolls are obviously carrying a personal
grudge against me considering the way they blatantly ignored what it
was I was saying, and chose instead to attack my right to have an
opinion .at aU ... rather Nixonlan line of thinking, eh, Mr. Kious, and,
since you have never met either myself or Sen. Johnson and therefore
aren't qualified ·to assume our beliefs and opinions constitute
doublethink, you seem to be yourself guilty of "nothink."
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, By BILL ROBERTSON
Rep. Dennis Pena, D-Bern., had read reports
that the national Congress was considering
reinstitQting the military draft, So, he decidetl to ·
do something about it.
When Pena was gradllating from high school
;md wishing to enter . UNM, he recalls, his draft
board called his number.
"I hat! a very bani time talking the board into
letting me go to school," he s.ays.
His bill before the legislature, a joint HouseSenate memorial, \lrges Congress to limit the
military draft to those men and women 21 years·.
of age or older.
·
"The statement has always been made that if I
can fight in a war, I should then be able to drink
alcohol. Since I'm opposed to lowering the
drinking age, I thought this would make things a ·

little more equitable.
Pena said the last six to eight months of news
reports lead him to believe the draft will be
reactivated. "Alii hear is that the quality of Ollr
armed forces has gone down drastically.''
"I'm not objecting to the draft; if Congress
decides it's necessary for the safeguarding of the
nation, then so be it."
·
Pena relates he had some teenagers come
around and thank him after he introduced the bill
last Monday.
As to whether the federal Congress will heed his
memorial, Pena says the precedent exists for state
legislatures to suggest action by their federal
counterpart.
"I first thought abollt this legislation last
summer. The possibility is now even stronger for
a resumption of the draft."
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Age limit bill introduced

By MARYANN HATCHI'fl'
,
The People's Republic of China left a warm and congenial impression
on Patricio Chavez, a UNM medical student who visited the country last
Augllst with aU .S. medical delegation.
''The people of China are .like a large family. The emphasis in every
spher.e of life is ·on cooperation," said Chavez.
Chave~ spoke to about 40 persons at an informal gathering in the
Honor's Center lounge, at the weekly Frjday Coffee conversation.
Chavez explained Chinese health care practices. He said medical
treatment includes traditio.nal Chinese practices, using herb treatment and
acupuncture, combined with western health care techniques, Chavez said
he believes the people of China are the healthiest in the world •.
"We didn't see one obese person, drunkard, or beggar," Chavez said.
"The people care for each other and take care of each other. The
congeniality and cooperation we felt left a most inspiring and lasting
impression on the entire delegation."
Chavez said health care is broken down according to neighborhoods and
population. Each area has it's. own center which refers more serious
illnesses to the next highest regional medical office.
"The hospitals are very simple, but extremely clean and well- .
ventilated/; he said,
Chavez showed slides of his trip. He said that each health care center has
a sign outside lhat reminds the patients that the doctors are there to help
them overcome their disease. He said that illness is view as a social and
political enemy. The patienis are encouraged to take an active role in their
recovery, rather than the passive role, which is more of Jess imposed on
patients in the U.S., Chavez said.
He said that there are organized activities for patients which include
study groups, medical lecturers, and movies. The atmosphere is relaxed
and open.
In China there are a grollp of physicians called "barefoot doctors." The
name, Chavez said, stems from the fact that they are both workers anc)
doctors. The term "barefoot" is applied because workes in the rice paddies
work barefoot. Chavez said the medical program of China was expanded
at Mao's Sllggestion, to train auxiliary medical workers to reach the rural
areas. These "barefoot doctors" have a. basic medical training.
Chavez said although the colin try is overcrowded the .people do not
suffer from stress as much as Americans. He said that during the fllsh
hour, the Chinese people do not become as aggressive or tense as
Americans, because they are not afraid of body contact. "They take it all
in stride," Chavez said.
,
"Children are considered everyone's responsibility," Chavez said.
Everyone takes an active role in the care of youngsters because they are
considered the most valuable future resource.
Chavez noted a marked absence of competition among the people. He
said the "emphasis in China is more on concern for others than for
yourself."

Juan Jose Pena

Submissions policy

Draftees must be 21

The students of UNM have the opportunity to decriminalize
marijuana in AlbuquerqU!l this year. Eleven states have decriminilized
. marijuana thus far and-President Carter has.called for the removal of all
ctlm.inal pen~lties for the private use and possession of marijuana.
Each year ·hundreds of Albuquerque residents. are arrested for the
posssession of marijuana, many of them students. This selective enforcement of an antiquated law is costing the taxpayers hundreds of
thousands of dollars:
~
NORML, an ASUNM chartered organization, is requesting of the
ASUNM Senate an adequate budget to decriminalize. NORML was
allocated a "bare bones" budget fast year al)d was able to lay the
groundwork for decriminilization of marijuana this year.
We can bring this issue to a head and decriminalize possession of
small amounts of marijuana for personal use. This fight cannot be won
without the full support of UNM students. NORML nee(ls adequate
funding and student votes to coin this issue.
Stop. by the NORML.table in the SUB and sign. their petition
·requesting adequate funaing from the ASUNM Senate. Let's get
results for a change.

(not to mention NEXT· TO· GRATIS)
by Garry TrucJeau
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Program helps students
with legal hass~es
RP
By STE•VE THO
Students needing legal assistance
can find legal help through the
Clinical Law Program at UNM
Law School.
. Through the clinic, undergraduates pay an average of $15
for a typical court case, director of
the Clinical Law Programs William
MacPherson said. Graduate
students pay an average of $3 for
each case because the Graduate
Student Association provides
funding, he said,
Law students work as assistants

to licensed attorneys on all court
cases, he said,
MacPherson said the program
serves three main divisions:
- Law office - handles general
civil cases;
- Centro legal - handles all
misdemeaners;
- Felony clinic - handles all
felony cases.
.
There are ten licensed attorneys
and 53 law student participating in
the program, MacPherson said.
The fee the students pay is used for
any colJrt supplies-and materials

By ROBIN LICHTENSTEIN
spots' of thermal energy from the
"None of the developing
A UNM professor left for defectors. •
countries have the finances or
Central and South America last
''By observing patterns of technology to do it themselves," he
week· to determine whether a geothermal activity we can get clues said.
remote sensing training station as to where to explore for Qil or·"' The scanning is dpne from
should be set up there,
uranium," Morain said. Remote satellites 570 miles up, and also by
Geography professor Stanley sensing training stations have been U-.2 jets at 65,000 to 70,000 feet.
Morain is part of a consultant team set up in Brazil, Kenya, Zaire, and We can encompass large masses of
for the State Department.
Thailand.
'
. land in a rel1ltively small scale, said
"Remote sensing, coined in 1964,
. The U.S. builds the station and Thomas Budge, TAC remote
is a new technology being used by . trains· the ,natives to use remote sensing expert. •
earth
scientists,
biologists, sensi~g to monitor their changing
Last year T AC measured the
ecologists and city planners. agricultural landscapes from surface water area for six reservoirs
Photographs taken froin hundreds deforestation, . erosion
and in New Mexico, at scales ranging
of miles up enable us to mopitor watersheds, Morain said.
from I inch to I ,000,000 feet t!> I
any natural or man-made
phenomenon that leav.e sc·arson the
earth's surface," said Morain,
director of the Technology
Application Center.
"We can monitor agricultural
development, deforestation,
mining, as well as detecting 'hot

The Native American Studies paper• Fmerson said·.
needed during the case, "The Center and UNM's KIVA Club are , "P
money is not used to pay salaries of
h 1. N .
or ex!,lmple, if a student wishes
the law sutdents or attorneys," maki~g ajointdeffortJo ~ P .~•ve to work on a term paper on
MacPherson said.
·
Amencan stu ents . eve op ! · eas 'Counseling,' NASC. wopld make
The program also defends " for te~m papers, said the assistant attempts to find a Native American
persons other than University coordinator of NASC, Larry counselor working in Indian
students who need legal help, he Emerson:
.
.
community programs to help the
said. "If a person in Bernalillo
A Nallve-Amencan research and . student develop hi~ paper," he said.
County can't afford legal council, term-pap~r wo.rkshop, to be he\d , With the help of NASC's staff,
the court might appoint a lawyer , Feb: 26, 1s de.s1gned to get UN~ s graduate students.. and upper
from the program to defend the Nat1ve Amencan stu.dents to. m- · classmen, the two-hour workshop
case,".MacPherson said.
corporate current Nallve.Ame~lcan will be held at 7 p.m. Feb. 26, at
"About 95 percent of all cases we issues and proble~s on the J_Jatlonal NASC, 1812 Las Lomas NE on
handle
involve
University and local level mto the1r term campus.
students,'' MacPherson said:
~~~~~~~----.---------------------------------~

. . . Iranians sing

New Durst M605 - 2 1/4 Square;
Color Head and Black & White
Head Complete $524.95
New Durst35mm M301- $133.40
New Durst 35mm F30- $84.95

Remote sensing station studied

Research, paper
workshop scheduled

Mehrnoosh also spoke Thursday a~ an Iranian
Revolutionary Forum in the SUB. Though the
forum was sponsored by the Young Socialist
Alliance, "We are not related to this group,"
Mehrnoosh said. He said he had been asked to
exchange ideas with the socialists.
"However, one must be aware that Iran has many
political factions.
"Iranians won't be happy with a fanatic
Moslem government,"· Merhnosh said.
"Khomeini may not be the solution to Iran's

continued from page 1

problems, but he is a starting point," Mehrnoosh
said.
"People in America don't Understand the
plight of the masses in Iran. The United States is
more concerned with oil el(portation, American
capital investment• and strategic military
locations of Iran," he said.
.
.
Mehrnoosh said Khomeini is. willing to sell oil
to America. "But he is against any relations with
· Israel, because that country has been pressuring
Arab countries."

~e~r

~his
NOW HERE THIS EDITORIAL SUBMISSIONS POL/c-r: Any

thctrttmtd orgtmlurlon or campus group m•v ~llbmli sn·
nouncSm«tnts of sv.nts or special me•tings to tha
newsroom, Room t:lll, Ma"on 11•11. The Lobo wiii~Jtrempt to
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Christianity a unified life style
Michel Hayes, a U~M graduate
student, will speak 6n dicipleship,
part II tonight at 7:30 p.m, in the
International Center.

\

***
A seminar on wind energy will be
held today at 7 p.m. at the Public
Service Company ·building, 414
Silver SW, in Reddy's Rendezvous.

NAVY OFFICERS
GO RESPONSIBILITY FAST.

81.99

Child psychologist, Dr. Donald
Baer of the University of Kansas,
speak
on
"Behavior
will
Modification
and
Child
Development" at UNM Tuesday,
,
Feb. 13.
The talk, which will begin at 8
p.m. in· Room 101 of Woodward
Lecture Hall, is being sponsored by
the Associated Students of UNM
together with the UNM psychology
department.
Baer is the Roy A. Roberts
Distingpished Professor of Human
Development. and Psychology and
is on the editorial boards of the
"Journal of Applied Behavior
Analysis,''
• 'Behavio.r·
Modification"
and
"Behaviorism."
He is co-author of "Child
Developme!l.t: A Systematic and
Empirical Theory" and "Child
Development:. Universal Stage of
Infancy."
Baer's research interests have
A Land$11t $11tBIIite image taken 570 miles ovBI' the earth
included language development, showing White Sands National Monument and the
imitative behavior, classroom
management, creative behavior and Sacramento ·Mountains. Scale is one inch to one million
feet.
methodology.
·

A grant for $100,839 has been awarded to UNM's Institute· of
Meteoritics by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration to
conduct further research into the evolution of Mars.
Institute director Dr. Klaus Keil, who was one of 75 scientists direclty
involved with the Viking Mission to Mars, said the grant is for a two-year
period.
·
.
.
..
The project, entitled "Chemical Weathering on_ Mars: Theoretlca! and
Terrestrial Analog Studies of Possible Processes and ProducJs," Y:'ill be
conducted by Keil and James L. Gooding, a doctoral cand1date m the
UNM geology department.
·
.Keil was one .of five scientists on the Viking Mission's x-ray fluorescence
team which designed x-ray fluorescence spectrometers which ~ere built
into the two Viking landers. In these instruments, Martian soil samples
scooped ·up by the landers were bombarded by x-rays to determine the
amount of each element present in the soil.
.
•
"We know how much silicon, how much alummum, how much tron
there is, but we don't really know how the soil. originated ..was through
meteorite impact,. like on the moon,. or chem1cal we~~henn~, like on the
earth, or both? These are questions we'll try to answer,, .he sa1d. . .. .
"There .used to be a lot of water on Mars • .We want to know wh~t
hapened to it/' Keil said. Some scientists hav.e speculatedthat the :-"~teriS
bound in clay-like materials, whil~ others conJectu~e that the water 1s m the
form of a permafrost on the Mart• an surface, he .srud.
. ,
''Viking has answered soll)e questi~ns about th~ planet, but, 1t has also
opened up some ne~ questions. W~ II be applrmg what we ve lea"?ed
about Mars from Vikmg. However, smce We can t get samples of Martian
soil we'll have to do~ lot of detective wo~k," Keil sa:~·
The director said h1s "laboratory stud1es on earth w•ll mvolve the study
of mineral specimens from locations on earth which ll)OSt closely resemble
·.
.
the climatic conditions of Mars.
"there is really no place like Mars on our planet, but there are places
that come close " he said. Keil said that rock specimens from Iceland and
•
. ....
the Hawaiian vblcahOes might be included in the study·
"We hope this research will help us arriv~ at an un~erstandmg aboutt~';
evolution Mars. Mars is the most earth-hke planet m our solar systell!,
K~il said. fnformation resulting ~rom the re~~arch .may also prov1de
, . .
sc1entists with clues about the evolubonof earth: he srud.
Keil said most of his research will take place 1n UN~ laboratones w~de
Gooding will conduct a large portion of the research at the Jet Propulsmn
Laboratory in Pasadena, Calif.

''The Compassionate. Christ" a
study of the Gospel of Luke,
United Ministries Center tomorrow
at 7 p.m: 1801 las Lomas, NE.

'PACE Familiarization session
UNM Kiva auditorium, 7 to9 p.m.
tomorrow.

l~l~t

._ _____________ _.

255-4222

We Proudly Serve
Student L~nch
at Special Rate

Mars evolution
to be researched
by ·"UNM scientist

The National Organization for
the Reform of Marijuana Laws will
be holding a . public m~eting this
Wednesday at 7:30p.m. Room 231BSUB.

!t

Journal Therapy Group to begin
the week of Feb. 19. Focus is upon
fostering self awareness and
problem resolution. For further
information conctact Student
Health Center's Mental Health
Service.

. . . . ... . .

"Theology of :Liberation" a
continuing study of Latin American
liberation· theologY.· . ·United
Ministries Center t6night at 8 p.m.
1801 Las Lomas.

·Covered

of

1;V"a.go.n

.....;..........,..

M•ll•nl8f ....... MNe
OLD~

.

'

•

year was coordin;itedwith the U.S.
Bureau of Mines. Remote sensing
was done on the Navajo Coal Mine,
southwest of Farmington. They
detected and measured the location
of spoil piles, which is the removed
topsoil, the extent of contouring,
and the process of revegetation.
"The biggc:st mistake we could
make is relying on remote sensing
data as the fir.st and last evidence.
The technology serves only as one
clue in a long process of exploration
and .energy conservation," Morain
·
said.

111 Cornell Dr. SE

Lecture
slated

~Lanr.

responsibility, a $24,000
If you're a junior or senior
salary in four years, and giltmajoring in sciences like
math, physics or engineering, edged qualifications for jobs
the Navy has a program you both in the Navy and out.
Ask your placement
should know about.
officer to set up an interview
It's called the Nuclear
Propulsion Officer Candidate- with a Navy representative
when he visits the can'Ip~s,
Collegiate Program
(NUPOC-C for short) and if
or contact your Navy
you qualify, you can earn as
representativ~ at 800-841-8000,
much as $650 a month right
or send in the coupon. The
through your senior year.
NUPOC-C Program. Not
Then after 16 weeks of
only can it help you complete
Officer Candidate School,
college. It can be the start of
you'll get an additional year
an exciting career.
of advanced technical
NAVY OPPOR'l'UNI'l'Y
9637 I
education. This would cost
I INFORMA'l'ION
CEN'fEit
Box 2000, Pelham Manor, N.Y. 10803
I_
thousands in a civilian school, · I P.O.
YeS; I'd like_ more in{Ortna!joh on
1·
the NUPOC·C Program ( !1'0).
I
but in the Navy, we pay you.
I
I ~fu
It isn't easy. There are
I Address
I
City
I
fewer than 400 openings and I State
Zip•----1 Age
tCollegc/iJniversity
I
only one of every six
I :j:GraduatiQn Dat; •Grade Point
I'
applicants will be selected.
I ~Major/Minor
I
·Phone NuMber
·
But if you make· it, you'll
I CNP2/8
'""'"''''
.
I
have unequaled han~s-on

inch to I ,250,000 feet. Project ·
results and procedures were
published by the New Mexico
Water · Resources
Research
Institute.
Last January the division
coordinated an airborne. thermal
scan over Farmington to assist
homeowners in assessing energy
conservation. A full set of tbermal
imagery was placed on public
display so that citizens could see
where most of the heart loss was
occurring in community housing. •
Another of TAC's projects last

(11 :30am • 2:

\

Will someone special be
sending you a carnation on

VALENTINES DAY?
Send that special some one your
love with a carnation delivered

by DElTA SIGMA PI

a._

located for your convenience
at the SUB-Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday.
$1.00 per carnation
~ ~eli~ered fr.ee to ce.rtain areas.

•
•

~·~·~

~-.

TheAll New
{

f •
' '

Energy

.

Bar

f

(north side of
Johnson Gym 277-6366

featuring
Hansen's natural
fruit juices .in
nine flavors
Hot sandwiches

Health candy and nuts
Fresh fruit
Natural potato chips
Pizza to go

.. Fresh pastry delivered daily
All your favorite beverages

'
Hours
r-------coupon - - - - - - 1
Good for one free coke
Mon-Fri 8:30am to 8:30pm
with an~ purchase. Offer
Sat Noon to 6:00pm
1
expares 2-17-79.

·1
I

coupon
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Lobo Cage Weekend Complete
By the time Utah guard Earl
Williams had made his w;ty down
the University Arerta ramp, tnings
had sett.led down a bit.
A small group was huddled r
around Lobo basketball coach
Norm Ellenberger and KQB radio
announcer Mike Roberts. Williams,
a senior who had just played his last

(

'

over confident against Utah, but
they didn't,
The Lobos beat Utah in just
about every p)lase of the game. The
only stat the Utes dominated were
turnovers. They )lad 21, compared
to UNM'.s nine.
Utah coach Jerry Pimm .said,
''They beat us in every possible
way. We didn't seem to want to
play as aggressive ;ts they did. We
just didn't stand up very well
;;r"V"~"=oJ against their defensive pressure."
r ~l:;l:;t~~· Defensive pressure is one thing
'i'
tl)at the Utes did not have t(.) bother
with in their I 01-90 victory over the
~!....!:~~~:!!...-J::l~t:::±::t::l· Lobos in Salt Lake earlier this year.
"They didn't even guard us,"
game in the. Pit as a Ute,_ looked Pimm said. "Those were the easiest
around, shook. his head and slowly 101' points we've ever gotten.''
made his way b;tck up the ramp.
But- it wa~ a new and improved
Williams left with no particular Lobo defense· thiH faced Pimm 's
·
love for the huge arena, having just Utes Saturday.
"The defense we saw today was
been beaten in it by New Mexico·84not even similar," Pimm said.
68.
:rhe Lobos were coming off of a "The difference was just nignt and
66-65 triumph· over Brigham day."
Everette Jefferson, who had
Young. They could have gone out

.

Larry Belin grabbed nine boards against B YU.
Xerox

COLOR COPIES
In brilliant color Ill
Copies In color from clllored

plcluras, photos, etc.

Pressure Defense Key to Victories

50% OFF

By RAY GLASS

regular price

Utah coach Jerry Pimm
sounded like a tape recording of his
Brigham Young counterpart, Frank
Arnold, as he talked ·to reporters
after the Utes 84-68 loss to New

with student ID
RAPID COPY XEROX CENTER
3~15 Wyoming NE
(no•r Comonchol292·0757

Jim Williams had nine points in 13 minutes

Mexico Saturday night.
"They beat us at the free throw
line. And we didn't stand up' very
well to their defensive pressure,
They have come along tremendously on defensive,'' he said about
theLobos.

Arnold had voiced much the
same comment~ Friday night after
the Cougars failed to capitalize on
free throw opportunities late in the
game and lost 66-65.
"We lost the ball game ·on the
free throw line. We were seven of

SURVIVAL

Finding your way out of the jUngle of
companies that visit your campus each
year is tough. Sometimes you haven't
even heard of them before they arrive for
interviews. rn order to survive, you have to
take the necessary precautions. ·

KNOW THE COMPANY. We're Lawrence Li'!ermore
laboratory, operated by the University of California for
the U.S. Department of Energy, and we're involved in many
exciting projects concerning energy, national defense, and
. biomedical research. Some of our major projects include:

• Nuclear Weapons Research • Laser Fusion
• Magnetic Fusion Energy • Automated Cytological
Diagnosis of Human Cancer • A Search for
Atternatlves to Fossil Fuel: Solar, Wind,
Geotherrli:al, Oil Shale, Coal Gasification

On Campus:
Thursday, February 15

KNOW THE LOCATION. The Lab sits in California's
Livermore Valley- a country of open space, beautiful hills
and lakes, a country of cattle, and a country of vineyardsjust minutes from the San Francisco Bay' Area.

kNOW THE ATMOSPHERE. You'll work with fop
scientists on projects that go well beyond the state-of-theart, and you' II find a friendly environment where the freedom to determine your own pace and direction is the key.
We want you to know a6but us. If you have or are about
to receive a qegree in engineering or computer science, .
see us on campus at your Placement Office. Or contact
us for mote information about our many career
·
opportunities by sending your resume to Employment
Division, Lawrence LivermoreLaboratory, P.O. Box 808
Dept. JCN, Livermore, CA 94550.
U.S. Citizenship Required. An Equ~l Opportunity Employer MIF'IH/V.

lAWRENCE
LIVERMORE

LABORATORY

three steals against the Utes, said,
"We finally playe() a 40-minute
"We knew that we couldn't play game," he said. "We started
that bad again. Everybody gave a working our offense and got some
super effort. We came through easy shots.''
when we had to."
Against BYU nothing was easy.
And the Lobos had to this week.. After the win Paul Roby said,
They were 3-3 before this weekeod "Tnat was a great win, but we've
and trailed both Utah and BYU by
two games. Their wins, coupled
with Utah's and BYU's wins over
UTEP, has the Lobos one game
back with four to play.
Phil Abney, who.pumped in 19
points against the Utes, said, "The
BYU win as a stepping stone. Then
it took a real team effort, like all
our wins, to beat Utah."
"It should be smooth sailing
from here. All we have to do is
execute," the Iceman said.

"We didn't want to put in a cold ·
shooter," Arnold said of his
decision not to replace Runia at the
foul line •
Belin hit the second of his two
' charity tosses to make the margin
65-63 before Ainge dtove the length
of the court, missed a short jumper
and fouled Logan.
Logan gave UNM a three-point
lead, 66-63, with two seconds
remaining and the Lobos let the
Cougars score at the buzzer.
Jefferson and Abney each scored
14 points to lead UNM. lJelin had
I0 points and nine rebounds while
Ainge .took game scoring honors
with 21.

But by the time Earl Williams
finished his walk, the Lobo
weekend was complete,

Execution · added to aggressive
play should do it. That's where Jim
Williams comes in. In 13 minutes of
play, he scored eight points (three
of three from the floor) and
grabbed five rebounds.

14, that was it, plain and simple.
Their defense wasn't physical but ·
they're like ·a bunch of
mosquitoes.''
The swarming Lobo defense,
playing a full-court pressure
defense the entire game, forced
Utah into 21' t.urnovers, 15 in the
first half. The defense helped New
Mexico control the game's tempo,
enabling the running Lobos to scor~
ten fast break baskets enroute to a
45-34 halftime lead.
Utah made a comeback at the
outset of the second half and pulled ·
to within six, 53-47,, behind the
shooting of forward Danny Vranes.
Vranes, who was held scoreless in
the physical first half, canned his
first three field goals after intermission to rally the Utes.
But Vranes collided -under the
basket with Andre Logan . and
suffered a concussion that sidelined
him for the ·game with 14:02 to
play.
Phil Abney and Larry Belin led
the New Mexico scoring effort.·
Abney had a game-high 19 points,
13 .in the second half. BeJi·n tossed
in 16 points and pulled down 11
rebounds while Russell Saunders
came off the bench to score 12.
The Lobos pressure defense
forced BYU into 19 turnovers while
being called for only 13 fouls.
"I'm surprised that with a fullcourt. press and their overplay, a
team like that (UNM) gets called
for only 13 .fouls," Arnold said.
· 'lAnd \1/e were sitting back and still
had more fouls. But that's the perils
of playi_ng on the road."
Despite the difference in fouls,'
the Cougars had 19, BYU had
several chances late in the game to
take the lead.
,
Cougars center Alan Taylor
missed both shots · after h6 was
fouled by Everette Jefferson with
BYU leading by one point in the ' .
last minute.
Scott Runia, who was fouled by
Mark Felix with II seconds
remaining and the Lobos leading
64-63, had the next chance for
BYU.
Runia, who hurt his arm during
the foul, missed the front end of a
one•and·one anti Danny Ainge .
intentionally fouled Larry Belin on
the rebound.

got another one to go. We can't
celebrate yet because we're only
halfway there."

A~ocic.Jted ~tu,den.ts

of
The University of New Mexico

Speakers Co~ittee
present

Dr. Donald Baer, of the University of Kansas, a Roy A.
Roberts Distinguished. Professor of Human Psychology and
Development, will be in Albuquerque Tuesday February 13, 1979.
8:00p.m. in Woodward Lecture Hall on the U.N.M. Campus to
speak on "Behavior Modification and Child Development". Dr.
Baer is co. author of ''Child Development: A systematic and empirical theory", "Child Development: Universal stage of infancy",
and is on the editorial boards of "Behaviorism", "Behavior
Modification", and "Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis". Admission to this lecture is free of charge.
AND ...
Chicago Seven Co-conspirator jerry Rubin, author of "Do it",
"The ~ew Sexual Man", and "Growing Up at Thirty-Seven", the
co-founder of the Y.I.P. (Yippies), and one of the most outrageous
figures of our time is coming to give an "Oral History of the Sixties". Mr. Rubin willl;letail his experienceS in the political activism
of the sixties; the press, the Democratic convention, the toppling
of two presidents, and the significance of the sixties on our world
now. Don't wait to be told what you missed. Do it.
February 20, 1979 8:00 p.m. in Popejoy Hall. Admission,
$1.50 Students with l.D,, $3.00 General Public. Tickets are
available at all Ticketmaster locations and~~ the SUB Box OfEice.
For more information, call ASUNM Speakers Committee

277-5605
POUI.8ENI'HOTO

Note: The Speakers committee is pleased to announce that therelectures for this semester will include a signing interpreter

Before the BYII tip off, the Lobos tfllllized their Wflflkend would be 11 telling one.

Lobo

Wom~n

The UNM women's basketball
team split a pair of conference road
games Friday an'd Saturday,
dropping further from the leaders
and four post-season playoff
berths.
The Lobos pounded Colorado
State 78-49 Friday night but fell
short of Wyoming, 55-53, on
Saturday.

Split R·oad Games

Taryn Bachis with 10 were the only
other i.obos in double figures.
Wyoming's Rosano Wisroth led all
scorers with 25.
Friday night the Lobos roared
out to a 49-21' halftime lead over the
Rams and coasted. to their 13th
victory of the season.
New Mexico outrebounded the

teague's leading rebounding team
58-37. Going into the game CSU
was averaging 53.2 rebounds per
conte5t.
Bachis led all scorers with 22
points. Mary Redeau · and Dee
Weinreis scored 16 apiece and
Rostermundt had 10.

split

The
leaves UNM with a 5-3
Intermountain Conference recotd,
behind at least three other teams.
Wyoming is 6--l ·while Utah and
Colorado are 6-0, through Friday's
game$.
New Mexico trailed Wyoming 3429 at halftime and saw the. margin ·
grow to 13 points after .intermission. The Lobos cut the lead
to one, St,SO, .irt the final minute
but were forced to foul and were
not able to overcome the Cowboys .
free throws.
bee Weinreis led UNM with 12 '
points. Cindy Fischer with I I and

Vegas Coming
'

Undefeated and s.eventh-ranked
Nevada• Las Vegas will come to the
Pit Wednesday night ln. what will be
their first road trip in 20 games this
year. Earlier UNL V beat UNM 9 J•
81 in Vegas. The game will s.tart at

7:30.

..

MAKE IT
WITH

JUAREZ
TEDUILA

•
GO(O OR SILVER
IMPORT EO &BOTTLED BV T£0UILA'JAUSCO SA
ST LOUIS. MD . 80 PROOF

•

TIME IS RUNNING OUT!
12:00 noon today is
the deadline for
Daily Lobo classified
·
advertising.

1

,,
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Austrian organist to perform at

Romse.Y lewis to give concert
Is it rock, cl11~sical, gospel, jazz began his first professiomd gig,
or pop? It's 1111 and none of the playing in a band called the Cleffas.
above. Just label it Ramsey Lewis Born in Chicago, Lewis began
who is scheduled to perform at receiving classical instruction at the
Popejoy Hall on Tuesday night at piano when he was six.
8.
"By the time I was 12 or 13 I·
Lewis has been communicating wanted to pursue a career as a
his feelings through music to a wide classical musician, I soon realized,
audience since be was IS, when he however, that there was little room

Attention
Graduate Students

GSA SRAC
ReSearch and Travel funds
available. Contact GSA Office
Room209SUB
277~3803

NMPIRG
s2oo Refund
GSA Members Only

i:,

·,

ARTS

Arts events

...

I

for Black people in classical
Lewis refused to copy his own . drums, including many from Africa
music, ••
work from one album to the next. and some which he made himself.
Lewis studied under the late He prefers to break new ground Lewis is also using two voices (one
DorothY Mendelson at the Chicago rather than be haunted by past male and one female) in his concert
. Musical College. He also did work achievements. "I just go into the presentations,
The holdet of seven gold records,
at the University of Illinois.
studio and let my beart pour out."
Lewis was introduced to the
Since 197S Lewis has expanded the recipient of three Grammy
piljno stylings of Art Tatum and broadly from his original trio Awards, the father of several other
~rroll Garner by his father.
concept. The band currently in- hit groups (including Earth, Wind
dudes
Bernard Reed (bass), Morris and Fire and tbe Young-Holt Trio),
"I didn't try my hand at imJennings
'(drums), Byron Gregory Lewis .remains a vital contemporary
provisation unUI I was IS, Tatum,
(guitar),
and
Derf Reflaw Raheem, force while others have become
Garner and Oscar Peterson were no
who
plays
flute
and up to twenty pedantic and passe,
doubt my early influencers. But as I
got older, l ceased to be impressed
by any one musician. I would listen
to one pianist for his technique,
another for his harmonic treatment. The .older I got, the list of
people I listened to got longer. I
learned to imitate Tatum, Peterson,
Kelly, Garland. But I began to find
that if you are true to your art,
you'll have to search for your
personal identity, and at some point
it will begin to emerge and
crystallize. As for when that
happened to me, I couldn't begin to
say."
Ramsey's influences have not February 1l through 18
MONDAY·
been· limited to improvisational Nothing scheduled.
pianists. The album Upendo Ni
Pamoja, for example, includes a TUESDAY
Peter Planyavsky, organ recital, Keller Hall, 8:1S p.m., will·perform the
version of the second movement of music of Brahms;Heiller, Krebs, Mendelssohn, Brahms and Bach,
"Concierto de Aranjuez., by the Ramsey Lewis, jazz concert, 8 p.m. Popejoy Hall, sponsored by
Spanish composer Rodrigo, and ASUNM/PEC.
one of his earlier Cadet albums, WEDNESDAY
Bach to Blues, explored ideas of Richard Hugo, poetry reading, 8 p.m., Woodward Hall, ASUNM/PEC
classical composers. Lewis and Poetry Series. ·
·
other members of his band have "Student Faculty Gong Show," 8:15p.m., Keller HaQ.
also performed with the T9ronto THURSDAY
'
(under Seiji Ozawa), the Min- · Notbing scheduled
neapolis and Oklahoma Sym- FmDAY
.
phonies, and the astounding use of "America the Beautiful,'' travel film, 7:30 p.m., Pppejoy Hall. Arthur
voices on Sun Goddess can be Miller's "Death of a Salesman," 8 p.m., Vortex Theater.
traced to the pioneering work of Woody Allen comedy "Play it Again, Sam," held over
Duke Ellington. Lewis says that he 8 p.m., Tiffany Playhouse Theater.
·
has found good ·music everywhere; Leonard and Arlette Felberg, violin and piano, 8: IS p.m., Keller Hall.
whether rock, gospel, popular, SATURDAY
Wee-Folk Puppeteers, 10 a.m., Vortex Theater.
classical or jazz idioms.
When Lewis was 21 the Cleffs ·Second Annual Percussion Day, 4:30p.m., B-120, UNM Fine Arts Center.
broke up and Lewis, Red Holt and · Boston Concl'rt, 8 p.m. ·UNM Arena..
Eldee Young, who compromised Albuquerque Youth Symphony, Dale Kempter conducting, 8:15 p.m.,
·
the rhythm section of the band, Popejoy Hall.
"Death
ofa
Salesman,"see
Friday.
formed the Ramsey, Lewis Trio.
"Play
it
Again,
Sam,"
see
Friday.
The trio stayed together until 1966
and became immensely popular. In SUNDAY
the mid-60s the group had its first Clarinetist, Floyd Williams and pianist, Rita Angel, 4 p:m., Keller Hall.
million selling single, ''The In- UNM Jazz Bands, Jeffery Piper directing, 8:15 p.m., Rodey Theater.
Crowd." The single and the album "A Tribute to Victor Jara," Pete Seeger, Quilpayun, and Joan Jara, 8:15
of the same na!De from which. it p.m., Popejoy Hall.
came both reached number one in "Death of a Salesman," see Friday.
EVENTS
the country. Other pop hits CONTINUING
Johnson Gallery will be showing the works of Manual Simon until March
followed, among them singles
1.
'
"Hang on Sloopy," and "Wade in Maxwell
Museum, the Kuna Indian exhibit will be shown through March
the Water,'' and the two albums 4.
from which they came.
Group Exhibition, "Intimate Statements," works by 15 women artists,
closes Feb. 22, Room 202 of the UNM Art Building.
ASA Gallery, David Davidson, ceramic sculpture, closes Feb. 23,
Fine Arts Gallery, Upper Gallery, Highlights of the Print Collection,
shows until Feb. 18. Lower Gallery, Highlights of the 20th century
sculpture and drawing collection, shows until March 25. Also until March
25, the Small Lower Gallery will show the photographs of Jacqueline
Thurston from her "Hospital Series," and the North Gallery will show
Highlights of.the 20th Century Photography Collection to 1950.

Available at the Graduate Student
Association office on the second floor
of the S.U.B. Take your student I.D. to
sign your name for a $2.00 refund
check.
Refund Period
is February 12 through
February 23, 1979

Popejoy Hall

People are ealled·
because of decisions they have made.

Humanists believe:

Monday thru Friday - 10:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Performance Days - 10:00 a.m. - Show Time
Weekends - Noon-Show Time on Performance Days

• We are open thru the Noon hour.
• We are usually open on Legal Holidays.
• We,cannot accept Phone Orders.
For Information only Tel. 277-3121

L '1_1u::: amh·cr~ i!i tiuturul tmJ stiJk!rnuhuuls c:'C.blt}.
:!.All pcr~jJlc u.rc clhlcullycrJtuil,
·
~t Euch Jtersou -tM tinl<ruc tuttn I!Jm-nr herself, hus t1t1ly cmc: lftc1 hllc w n,:ucli
fnlf'llln1clll, wulrlcscr\·c.-. '-''cry nJJIJurt unity .lb d11 Mt;~
4. Ucllcfs ht z_n~lc, thl! !-.'11J.Cfrtlifilru1und Inherent MUIX:durlly uru dcsr rti~·ll\·c nl'
humun ;,•~;~luc wu~ tnhKt be +.ilttntcructcd.

A SchQol of Engineering
representative from the Uni·
verslty of Southern California
will be on campus Wed~•
dly, Fib.1,. to interview Stu,
dents interested in graduate
study at USC. See the De·
partment ol Student Financial
Aid and career Services Of·
.flee lor appointment.

.

Filmmaker
to discuss
his work
By T, DOHERTY
Another appearance by a noted
independent filmmaker will
highlight this week's offerings at
the SUB Theater. Albuquerque's
own Gary Doberman will be on
hand for a discussion of his films
after their screening Thursday night
at 8 p.m. Doberman's films are
workings of light and color·in such
novel ways, that after seeing them
you will be open to a new vision.
Stan Brakhage has said that Gary
Doberman is one of the few
filmmmakers doing meaningful and
lasting work in America today.
On Wednesday night the films of
Joseph Cornell will be shown.
Cornell is a sculptor by profession,
yet the results of his work in film
are refreshing and outstandingly
professional. A filin by the animist
Larry Jordon will complement the
show.
On Friday and Saturday nights at
7, 9:15, and 11:30 a series of short
films that won awards at the First
New York Erotic Film Festival will
be shown, barring interference
from the Board of Censors. No
ordinary raunch, these are works by
serious filmmakers who pay more
than lip service to the old
euphenism "art film.''
·

Poet to give
reading.
A nationally known, award
winning poet will read .from his
works at UNM on Wednesday.
Richard Hugo, editor or· the
"Yale Younger Poet Series" and
director of creative :writing at the
University of Montana, will present
the reading at 8 p.m. in Room 147
of Woodward Lecture Hall.

HUMAI\TISTS

New Box Office Hours

Tbe Albuquerque Chapter of the
American Guile! of Organists is
sponsoring a concert by Peter
Planyavsky, an organist from
historic St. Stephens Cathedral in
Vienna, Austria, on "I:uesday night
at 8:15 in Keller Hall.
Planyavsky will perform pieces
by Brahms, Heiller, Krebs,
Mendelssohn, Bruhns, Walther,
Bach and ;m improvisation on a
submitted theme.
Plapyavsky was born in Vienna
in 1947. While studying at the
Gymnasium, h.e became a .student
at the Musikhochschule of Vieenna,
too. His main teachers were Anton
He iller (organist, composer ar,d
improvsationalist), Hilde.
Seidlhofer (pianist) and Hans
Gillesberger (conductor). He was
graduatlid in 1966 with a master's
degree in organ and in 1967 with a
the
degree in church· music. During
.

The reading is being sponsored
by the ASUNM-GSA Poetry Series.
Two of Hugo's books have been
National Book Award nominees
and one of them, "What ThoU .
Lovest Well Remains Arneric!ln,"
won the Theodore Roethke Poetry
Prize.

.. •-:••*******\
February :*
Special

:

Hugo will also present a poetry
workshop at 3:30 p.m. on the same
day in the English departmc;nt
lounge on the second floor of the
Humanities Building.
Both events are free of charge
and open to the public.

Star Barber s·hop :
Free Hair Ana/Jisis
20% Discount on K.B.D.
/::lair Care Products

**
*
:

3007 Monte Vista 255-0571 ~

'~******** *******1

Kinko's on Central
Passport photos
at reasonable rates

268-8515

following year he volunteered to
work in the workshop of a major
Austrian 'organ builder, being
occupied mostly with voicing and
installing. He .spent another year as
the Abbey Organist in Schlag!,
Austria. And in 1969 he was appointed to Cathedral Organist at St.
Stephens Cathedra.
The organist is a lecturer at the
Musilchochschule of Vienna and is
al~o teaching a m1mher of private

students of organ and improvsation
in his own studio. He was the
winner of two International
Competitions
for
Organ
Improvlsing-1968 in Graz,
Austria and I 974 in Nuremberg,
Germany,
Planyavslcy llas given numerous
recitals and has made recordings
for broadcasting stations in
Switzerland, Germany (East and
West), Denmark, Sweden, Norway.

Great Britain, Belgium, the
Netherlands, Italy, Yugoslavia,
Fran~e and Austria as well as in the
USA, Japan, South Africa and
Australia.
The main emphasis in his
programs is on J;S, Bach, Austrian
organ music of the past and present
and on improvisation.

Kinko's

profession_al typing
serv1ce

2312 Central

.E

2fiB·B515
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KUNm this week
MONDAY
12:30 A luncheon Slice of Information: "Existentialism as the Mirror."
Dr. Frederick Mayer begins with an overview of existentialism and its
historical context.
TUESDAY
12:30 A Luncheon Slice of Information: "The Car Culture." Taken
mostly from the custom rod, car and van show last month. We ask the
customizers what they do, why, how and for how long a time people work
on their rods, cars and vans. Is the age of drag racing dead? Does anybody
care?
'WEDNESDAY
12:30
A Luncheon Slice of Information: ''Dr. Ernest Freidrich
Schumacl:Ier." Part I. Author of Small is Beautiful, Economics as if
People Mattered, discusses appropriate technology in the world economy.
THURSDAY
12:30
A Luncheon Slice of Information: "Dr. Ernest Freidrich
Schumacher." Part II.
FRIDAY
A Luncheon Slice of Information: To be announced.
SATURDAY
9 · Folk Festival USA: "The 1978 Henry Festival." The John Henry
Mem!Jrial Foundation, presenting this sixtll annual festival' in Pence
Springs, West Virginia, ceJebrates the ·culture of black people in
Appalachia. The music illustrates the exchange of culture between black
and white communities in rural West Virginia. Featured performers include Viola Clark, Nate Reese, the West Virginia Golden Voices, Carl
Rutherford and lcie Sweeney.
SUNDA\'
10 Options in Education: "Drugs and Alcohol on Campus." Parts 5 and
6. You'll meet some teen-age alcoholics in this edition that looks at
alcohol, who's using it in school and how they are getting it. Then the
series sums up information on the drugs that kids take today and analyzes
the impact of drug abuse and the programs intended to prevent it.
I I Something Classic. This six and one-half hour program includes works
by Beethoven, Bruckner, Poulenc, Hindemith, Ton De Leeuw and
·
Lisholm.
9:30 Jazz Revisited: "Golden Oldies." Jazz versions of tunes from
yesteryear. Tommy Dorsey and His Orchestra perform "Annie Laurie,"
Eddie Condon and Fats Waller are included in this program.

Classified Advertising
15 cents per word per day or 45 tents per word per week (live issues),
$1.00 minimum. Cash with ad. Noon deadline for next day's issue.
Mail to UNM Box 20, Albuquerque, N.M. 87131 or come to
Marron Hall, room 131 between 8:30a.m. and 4:30p.m.
Monday through Friday.

The
Largest

Salad Bar
in Town
In fact, it's a meal in itself! We've spread
out the greatest variety of salads around
for· your selections ... ambrosia, 3·be.an,
carrot & raisin, cottage cheese ... to name a .
few ... then' add crisp salad greens, your
favorite dressings, croutons, bacon bits,
sprouts and more!

PRATT&
AIRCRAFT
A division of

UNITED TECHNOLOGIES

will be
Loves me ·-··
Loves me not
February 20
to interview .candidates
for attractive opportunities
·in'HIGH TECHNOLOGY

'(t

Consult your Placement Office
for degree and field of study
requirements

Loves me

*

"

~~~
~lt-~
'
GENERAL STORES
111 Harvard S.E.
8117Menaul N.E.
'

....

UNm I

Mon.·Sat.

10·9
Sun. 12·8

An Equal Opportuhlly Employer

~\I/~

g

UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES

'

,~;'-

1·n'
~C-

•

Piigc 12, New Mexico Daily LOBO, February 12, 1979
I'OUND: COCKER SPANIEL nofl'<d Ch.,ter, Col\
•s6-l016 or 344-lBlZ.
!fin
fOUND: SET Of keys In porking lot by Si.lver &
Vole. Clolm in Morron Hall Rm. IOl,
02114
JI.IND YO!JRSEI.F IN I he peace Corps, ·71·5907. -

'
~-!

ou ..

fOUNO: DENTAL UITE plate, near Geology Bldg.
Claim in M1mon Hall 10.5,
02114
LOST: LORGNETTE AND Notebook w/cnsll<
Piclure or1 froot. 242·66$0.
02/1 S
FOUNO: A SILVER-and c~ral pin, In Johnson Oym
Tuesday Feb.6. Describ~; and ch!im. C~ll247·~697,
0~/ll

3. SERVICES

SET IT & SAY IT
in the LOBO Classifieds
15¢ per word,
cash in advance

'

1. PERSONALS
~'ONCEPTIONS SW - A COllgCrJON of UNM
student~'

KINKO'S TYPING SllRVICll (IBM Sel,ctrlc) and
now 3 minu1c PaS!ipor! Photos. No uppointmcnl.
268·85 ll. We do keys.
tfn
TYPING FlftST QUALITY, 88)·1787, Holly, 02113
TYPIST·24 HOeJR SERVICE. Jenn, 255·9426 aflcr
4:00p.m.
oin2
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete IYpios and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medica_J,
scholust!c. Charts& tables, J4S·212S,
04/27
TYPING, NIGHTS, WEEKENDS, Pat, .93-8688.
03/06
fOREIGN AUTO TUNE·UP, minor repair,
02/12
reasonable, guur;.ntced. 268-87~2.
"tYPIST ~TERM .PAPERS, Thesis, Re$~mes, 299·
8?70,
0)/06
Ci.ASSJCAl GUITAR I.ESsONS, Q,M. dcgicc,
experienced, $20/mo. 255·1842.
D:z/14
FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSHO~ ond photography
~allcry is loca!ed !I! block from Johnson Gym at Ill
Cornell. Hours I 1·6 Mon·Fri. Special Qf~er service.
02112
CREATIVE MI;TALWORK: YOUR idf.'!a in stc:cl.
Trophies, belt buckles, .etc, 299-8881. A5k for Brhm.
021"
PROFESSIONA~ TYPING SERVICE. All types of
work. Call dracc 881·0600, 9-4pm.
02/15
GUITAR LESSONS: ALL style~. Marc"s Guitar
Studio,,6S-3Jil.
tf/n
UEGiNNING WITH A LOOM weave clothing, rugs,
etc, on a 36" wide loom YPQ huild··.~tans FCb.20th/
1!1 March: Crcath.'e Clothing deslgn lind rlluke your
own Slarts March Sthl Backs trap Weaving--Saturday
Murch lOth workshop/ Weave A Circle no loom
needed, inexpen~ivc-~weave lnndscapeS··ilarts March
22. Call Wcawr•s Smdlo, 205 StanfordSE (265-9100)
Tucs·Sat. I2•S.
02116
MERRIAM'S TYPING SERVICE. Call 266-4770.
llnllc:li~s-, pp_prnis;~l~. ma.nuscripls,lcgal proposals.
OUI6
PIANO INSTRUCTION. EXPERWNCED. All
le.,.cls. Call mornings 256-7701.
02116

6.

EMPLOYMENT

PART T!ME JOB gr;tduate -liluderus c;mly, Arter·
noon.'i and evenings, Mus\ be al;!,le 1P work fri~I.'Y and
S:,~turday nights. Musl b~;: 2J yc~rs old. Apply in
person, no phone calls pleasco. Savcw~y Liquor S!ores
Rl ,704 Lo.masNE, SSI6 Men au) NE,
02/16
Ml!N! WOMEN! JOBS. Crui~e ~hips, freighters. No
experience. High pay! See Europe, Hawaii, Australia,
So. Amcricfl, Career, Summer! Send $2,75 for info.
to SEAWOR~D DZ Box 610ll, Sacro,, CA 95860.

4.

JJy ERIN ROSS
Beginning next fall, incoming freshmen with
q\lalifying American College Test· scores will be
eligible for up to 30 semester hO\ITS of c"-tra college
credit. ·
.
The new p<;>Jicy, approved by the Faculty Senate last
December, will in effect replace the College L~wel
Exam Program, whereby students receive general
college credit for' passing a national test,
Rodney Young, testing division director, said
students now pay $20 per CLEP e"-am section, and
$1 00 to take the entire five-part exam,
·
"With the new program we hope 'to give students a
financial break," he said.
Young satd ACT scores are required for admission
to UNM, and the use of ACT scores will not constitute.
a further expense from students when used to replace
CLEP socres.

OJ/OS

PART· TIME JOB:_ Sales, ncxible hours, good pay.
Pos~lblc full·time during break, Call; Phil Franczyl<.,
CLU, 88l·l360,
02n0
OVERSEAS JOBS·~SUMMER/year rOIJtJd, E•.irope,
S. America, Au~tralia, ASia, etc •. All fields, $500 SL200 monlhly. Expc(1se~ paid. ·Si.shlseeing. free
info.• Wrlte: IJC, Box4490·NB, Be.r~eley, CA. 94704.
OJ/02
WORK OVERSEAS IN the Peace Corps. 277.5907,
02/"
T=E::cA:-:C::-:-H:-::O"'V=ER=:S:=E"'A"'S:-!"'A"'t."'~"'n"'el"'ds-,-aJ"'I71e-ve7Js::;;,.for
details,. senq self·nddrcs~ed, stamped, long envelope
to: Friends of World Teachhi$, P.O. Qo_x 1049, San
Di!:go, CA 92112.
~
02112
COI.LEGE MEN, REWAROING summer experieflce for sophomore and older men and lc<~chcrs
working with chlldren in the Colorado mountains in a
camp selling. :Oac_kpacking, horseback: riding, wildlife
studies, many outdoor progrilms, Must have lwo
years college and be :W or older. Write now; include
program interests and goals, Sanborn Western
Cantps, Florissant, Cplor.a.do80816.
02/16

8.

FRYE

BOOTS
Ladie's & Men's

-------------------

Fewer on probation
•·

RSHERPHOTO

juggler

DAILY
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ALL ITEMS.
TILL FEB.14

with this ad
Jewelry Cleaned Free
Watches Checked Free

FOR SALE
5::..:•_...=.....=...;.;;...=..:.:;.:::.:;;;;..._____

Chandler
Jewelers

earns10.9

TODAY'S CROS.SWORD PUZZLE
46 Mock serenade
5 Greek letter 48 Best
10 Planet
50 Currier and
14 Declare
15 Estranges
51 Man's nick·
16tornname
17 Goddess of 52 Up
night
55 Crackers
18 Pedestrian 59 Defiance
20 Door fea·
61 Rescue
62 Clay: Comb.
tures
22 Metric
form ·
measures:
63 Arab chief
Var.
64 Jacket
23 Siberian
65 Danish
people
measure
24 Strap
66 Loam
25 Xmas tree
67 Bishoprics
decor
DOWN
28 Dawn
1 Speak
32 Man's name 2 Kiln
33 Danger
3Commotion
4 Hits hard
35Scoff
5 Chirps
36 Fashion
6 Listens
name
38 Agreed with 7 Jug handles
8 Explosive
· 40 Flexure:
9 Man.'s name
Anal.
· 41 Girl's nick- 10 Staining
11 Circuit
name
12- Boleyn
43 Bogged
13 Maroons
45 Aves.
ACROSS

· 1 Children

.•

UNITED Feature :lyndtcate
Friday's Puzzle Solved:

44 Exertion
47- unit
49 Sounds
51 Cyprinoid
fishes
52 Musical in·
strument:lt.
53 Spool
54 Key
55 Dirk
56 Man's nick·
name
57 Bacchanalian cry
58 Japanese
coins
60 1 love: Latin

By S. MONTOYA
Eminent
scholar and
educator, France V. Scholes,
emeritus professor of hisotrical
research, who helped establish
UNM as a school of higher
education while overcoming
life-long health problems, died
Sunday morning in Memorial
Hospital of pneumonia.
Scholes, 83, residing in the
Coronado suite of the Hotel
Plaza, who also had bee
fighting cancer and em•
physema, was in serious
condition for the 'last six
months of his life, said aUNM
administration spokesman.
He began teaching in 1924,
Dean of the

donate plasma

this ad worth $5 extra
Albuquerque Pla·sma Corp.

•

FOUND: WOMAN'S GOLD watch with broken
band, l_del11ify.anct~rairn. Marron Hall, Room los·.
lrtn

proposal, House Bill284.
'committee of the House this week.
"let's put the onus on .the
Present laws against use of a f11lse
drinker,'' the representative says. indentification card are punishable
"What's important to a person by fines from $25-$100, and/or
his car."
imprisonment in the county jail for
HB 284 was introduced in the up to six months.
House last Monday, and will
probably see action before the
Pena's bill would add, for the
Consumer and Public Affairs first offense, suspension of the
violator's driver's license for 30
days. The suspension of driving
priveleges would be for 90 (Jays if
. the offense is the second, and 180
days for a third offense.
Pena said be heard many instances of liquor violations durirtg
Graduate School in 1946.
Scholes ·was UNM's first
academic vice president in
1949, for which the administration building is named
By MISTIE WITf
in his honor. Scholes retired in
If current trends continue, by
1962.
1980, 25 percent of all children in
President Davis, upon
the United States will be living with
hearing of Scholes' death
single parents, said Dr. Richard
issued the following statement.
Smith, the family life instructor .in
•• In his 37 years of association,
home economics at UNM.
· Professor France V. Scholes
Smith, who started teaching at
made an immense contribution
UNM in the fall, is researching the
to the University of New
problems of single parents, which
Mexico and brought it great
he first studied at the University of
prestige. As an authority ort
Arizona at Tucson.
Span.ish Colo!lialism and the
Smith said he started the research
Franciscan influence on the
because only a few persons. have
southwest be had no peers.
researched fathers who are single
And the role he played in
parents.·
sh~ping.the course ofUNM as
In, 1977, I 1.3 million children
Dean of the Graduate School
were living in single-pareni homes,
and academic vice President
Smith said. In 1970, 8.2 million
leave all of us, and all of New
children were living with single
Mexico, in his debt.''
parents, he said. .
Professor Scholes is survived
Smith said that even though the
by his wife, Mrs. Lillith Ansley
divorce rate and the number of
Scholes, his daughter, Mrs.
single parents has increased, there is
Marianne Schc)les-Spores and
still a "stigma", attached to being a
her two children, Mrs. Lisa
single parent.
Reed and Jortathan Santiago
No-fault divorce statutes are
Spores.
allowing the father to have custody
Funeral arrangements are
of the children without having. the
father prove the mother is unfit to
l':i~":·~~~.;M:~:em:~orial services are
h
for the Alumni
have custody, Smith said. Because
of this the co4rts are beginning to .
'

France Scholes
ies of pneurn.oni

a mont••

1. LOST & FOUND

quaiity of work being done by
students."
In the fall of I 977, there were
2,582 students enrolled in A & S.
There were 262 students on
probation, or I 0.1 percent. There
were 59 students suspended, or 2,3
percent.
There were 2,602 students
enrolled in the spring of 1978. 209
students were placed on probation,
or eight percent. There were 64
students suspended, or 2.5 percent.
The 1977-78 school year had
more recorded s\lspensions and
probations than any previous year
between the fall of 1973 to the
spring of 1977 in the College of
'A_rt&andSciences.
'

Fake 10 bill called preventive therapy'
By BJLL ROBERTSON
Minors caught using fake I D's to
buy alcohol may face the loss of
their driver's licenses if a bill before
the state House of R~presentatives
becomes Jaw.
"PreventiVe therapy'' is how
Rep. Dennis Pena, a Bernalillo
county Democrat, terms his

19 Beaks
~1 Retain
24 Bundler
25 Ebb and rip
26 Hibernian
27 Ruth's
in-law.
28 Diaper:
Colloq.
29 Fowl
30 Obtains:
Archaic
31 Faith
34 Frosts
37 New version
39 Polluters
42 Roof parts

By (\IARY ANN HATCHITT
·
Fewer
students are on academic
Roadrunner Fled, 'the original
probation
or suspension in the
cowboy juggler, performed
of
Arts
and Sciences than in
College
with spinning blades on campus
the
1977-78
school
year, contrary to
Monday. The act will next
predicted
increase.
appear Wednesday on the mall,
A spokesman from the college's
Fled said.
office said the enrolhnent in the

New Mexico·

2120 Central S.E. • 243-6954

..J.J.Moped

20% OFF

College of Arts and Sciences forth.:
fall of 1978 was 2,241 students.
There were 128 students who wcte
continued on probation, or 5. 7
percent, Twenty-five students were
suspended, or I. I percent.
Last semester, Dean Nathaniel
Wollman, of the College of Arts
and Sciences, told tne LOBO he did
not forsee any reduction in the
number of A & S students on
probation because the departments
in the college had been advised to
apply more stringent grading
standards. ,Wollman said that most
of the departments give higher
grades than the students warrant.
Tuesday, February 13, 1979
•.
Wollman said, "The grading, in
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiljiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiliiiiii. "~J!·!l4--i:;.~·lfe!Hiftehtil!~e,1iJ.H.ne:"
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Young said each UNM college now accepts a different number of credit hours for passage of CLEP
exams. Tht; maxim \1m number of hours accepted toard
a degree is 30 ho\lrs, he sili.d.
Young said the idea for the new policy came from a
four-year study showing a close relationship between
ACT and CLEP scores.
"I can say that our minimum acceptable AC1
scores for college credit are:
English- 27
Mathematics- 29
Social Sciences- 30
Nat\lral Sciences- 32 anti
Humanities - 58, a combined English and Social
Science score.
Only ·students graduating from high school after
1978 will be eligible for the ACT credit program, said
Young,

A&S reports reduction·
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creative: works. SI.OO. Marron Hall Room
tf/n
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contraception, s!erilizatioll; "bnr1ion. ltight 1o Choose.
2?4.0171.
04/27
fJRI3GN/\NCV 'rESTING AND counseling, Phone
247-9819.
04/27
PASSPORT and II>~NTIFICATION PllOTCiS, )
PERFECT VALENTINE'S GIFT! Free puppies,
for $3.7511 l.«>wcsl. prices in town! Fast, pleasing,
Black and b&w. Medium sized Shepherd erQss. Call
ncar UNM. Call 265-2444 or come to 1717 Oitard
873·1904,
tfln
Blvd. NB.
04/27
NEW WATERBED. $109.95 buys you I) dark
CONTAC'TS111 POLISHING & SOI.UTIONS.
walnl.!t·slained floor frame, 2) :mfety liner, 3) finest
Casey Optic<d Company. 261-8846.
04127
lap seam mauress, any slzewlth three year guarantee,
Water Trips, 3407 Central NE,
04/27
MARIJUANA SMOKING CAN be. dangerous to
your hcallhl lnslcnd, try our 10 delh;iou~, kitchen·
tested, Cnnnabh recipes, ~>nl)' $1.50!!1 M!\11 check or
n1oncy onlcr to: Rr;cipes, P.O. lloA J933, Visalia,
C:nlifornitl, 932/8. Please ni!OW 10 d~ySi for delivery.
02/19
WOOD you bclieVc.,.J019 Ccntrnl NU,
02116
WOMEN WANTJNO ·ro try So~:ccr~110 experience
ltt.'CCI,ltllrY· Should be in good condition, like 10 piny - - - - - - - - - - - - - hall, want to be rart df team. Salurdnyli 1~00 Jo~nson NOU Hll..l.• MOTEL. Rea5onablc daily and wceJ.:Iy
ficldorctdl265·1470.
02/1) nate~. 3712 Cenlrnl SE ncar UNM. Phone 255·3172.
03/08
FR~E: ADORAUL.H PUPPIES! A unique mixwreof
white Shepherd and 11111 dnrk stranger. Six black m1d Al.l'llA STUIJIOS, FURNISHED, hcnted swim·
lhrce ·white wl'>pots, Mtl"il sec to npprC:cintc. Call873· nting poolt sccurily gutud, nil utili des paid. $139.00
1904.
tfln monthly. Ncar Coron~do nnd Winrock. 6200 lndinn
02/28
SHARON; Jl..OST your ar.l~re~'l. Help! Wrilct Yo_ur School Rd. 883·5777,
crn1y Culi(urnian, HKA.
0211)
PElJGEOTsicycies
CREATIVE WRITING PUULICATION Is now
nccepthlg pocjry nnd prose wrhten by UNM students.
Best Prices in Town
Typed work should be brought 10 Uumanlties Rm.
272. No-work will be returned.
tfln
A SINC.11NO TELEGRAM can sol.,.e all you.r LET US FIND you u compotiblc roomma\c, All ngcs,
3222 Central
268-3949
Valentine's gi(l problems. Wjih nowcrs and personal backgrounds, No time limit, selection guaranteed.
delivery. Your song or ours. Cali 266-7664.
02/14 The Roommate Gallery 2220 Central (TieXl to the
Expert
Repain
DUll
SOMEDOllY GETS MARRIED this week ·for the Posh Bagcl}i '66·S9l9,
thlrd lime. Greed, dccch, and bra:r.cn lies serve some ONE ULOCK TO ":unpus. Ooc artd twO bedroom
11eople ver~ well.
02/12 apt.s. with swimming pool, dishwasher. $195 wllh
WfiAVING SUI'PLIES--WEAVE~'S Studio, 205 utilities paid. No children or pels. 209 Columbia SE.
Q2/IJ
Stanford SE, Tucs·Sat. 12~5, 265•9100.
021i6 Call 2SS·268l,
''DIVINE LAW AND the New Age"'-Judge James RIDGECREST ONE BEDROOM, $120 Includes
F. Nelson, Los Arigetes. SUO Rm 2SOE, Feb IS, Sprn, utilillcs. Newer furnishing!!', central he:u. fenced yard.
02/16
frnnkl!n Kahn, Smuhwcst eJihiblted painter. SUB 262-1_751 Valley Rentals SJS rcc.
Rrn 250E·, Feb 16, Spm. Member National Daha'i MOST UTI~ITIES PAID. SE lhree bedroom.
SplrilUal Assembly. Baha'i Student Association,
Furnishcd/unrurnlshed. Plush carpeting, 'Storage,
OZ/15 $210. 26•·1751 ValleyRcnlalsSJlfee.
02/16
DEAR BJT~J2S. (alias· the uHare"), sinc-e I'm a ROOMMATE TO SHARE 2 bedroom house in
romantic at heart, @nd sin~e you agree with Milton, Nontl Valley, 575,00/month t.Vt utilities. Call Jossie
be prepared to chow down!! Ot, as Chaucer Said in atlolo>-7447,
OZ/16
Troilus and Criseyde,"'Now, em we wo1 go dyne OFF COAL, $13' two bedroom, private patio.
anon." P.S. Bring "andlesthat don't drip!! Totally storage, )'ard. l<:lds, pets. 262-1751 Valley Rcmtals$35
ami irreversibl)l yours, "Sunny", CBR·IS2.
02112
o2116
''MICHAEL COHEN' AND Donna'' as-we knew you HOUSEMATE WANTED. I! mlnmes from UNM
tn SF 1973-74 learntng Folk Dandng In Folk _A.rt by bicycle. SIOO t v, ulilllles, 268·l27l.
02116
Museum, Please.contact Merbaba Folk Dance Club,
Heather Albright, 6S33 El Greco Apt.D, Isla Vista. FINELY FURNISHED FOUR room house, Off
CA9JOI7.
02/ll Mountain NE. Fenced, SB$. Electricity paid. 262·
17;1, Valley Rentals,$!5 fee.
BZ/16
THE ESTABLISHMENT, DRINK, dine &. dance
e•porience prei<nting 1he happiest happy hour arid
11200 Montgomery NE
dancingest music downstairs; abo sening th~ rinest in
~tenll,s,- tJrimc. rib &: seafood upstairs. Monlj,omery
296-5720
Plaza Mall, 881-2540.
tl/n FREE SHEPHERD CROSS pups. 6 male, l female.
(Eldorado Square)
BE~LY DANCING CLASSES. WithZina. Calll45- Call87l·l904aflerl.
tf/n
9500 Montgomery NE
6930.
02/20 TWO GIBSON GUITARS, 1.6-S 1972 nalural finish,
296-9335
THINK ABOUT THE PeaoeCorps,277·5907, 02!12. fine, SllOt. ESI2.!T brown Sunburst, &oOd• 1950's,
~OCA~
ARTISTS,
SCULPTORS
and S725t. 255.ol089alter8:00pm.
02/14
plmtographcrs 1 if you are il1terC$ted in consigninJ 1
your work to a neW gallery soon to open across rrom
UNM please call 266-~9S9 Wtd. tt.ru Sat. \o.6pm.
No crafts please~
·
02115
ANY STUDENTS EARNING money working in
massage parlors and wtlling to contribute iii·
rormation to a research. projec::t .Jnon:Ymously, call
Monday or Wednesday between tOam and noo_n at
277-5500.
Ol/12
PINCHAS, THERE'S A Music Dept. Gong Show
Feb.l4 at 8:15pm. Bring your sweetie for only $.75.
The Sweetie of Honor is Odyssey R«ords for 1heir
fantasliC Orand Prlte. See you there-Ychudl. 02/14
KISMET: WILOERBllAST WISHES 10 snurne and
.snuggle, toll and tumble, _and ki!! bellybutto_ns and
ears. Please-respond in ltind. Much lo.,.c:and silliness.
02112
BOSTON TICKllTS, ROW 7 floor. 2.!S-8907, 02112
ASTROLOGY-KEY TO self-awarcne"-can help
you grow toward fli1fillment of' ~our hilicr potential.
for 2 or 3 hours a week of your spare time.
: Birth chart intcrprttatlon. $25.00. K. DcU:oy, ~42·
S510.
02/16
SOPHOMORES: WE SALUTE you for hansins
tough. If you need an added incentive to continue we
Suga;esl you check oui the Air Force O(fic:er's
Training Pros,ram. Check II out bysimplyaddins_AF
ASP 201 Development of Air Power, (Mondays·t:OO
to (~SOpm, or Wednesdays 8:00 to 8:"50am). No
You may saV'e a life!
hassles; but an opportunity to learri about AeroSpace iind tO check oui whether you want to join the
It's (!asy and relaxing. Be a twice-a-week regular.
two-year prozram next ~ear. Whal oaher course_ leads
$10 cash each donation, plus bonuses.
to financial aid,. etc.. and a praressional job contact
upon graduatlpn?
_ . 02116
CHILDREN BETWEEN AOES J-6 needed for ltudy
on c:hiidren•s thOUght. If' Interested coniad _Dr.
Hat nick 211·4•09.
OZ/16
FRISBEE MEETING hi, lrd Thurs. each month
New donors only. Phone for appointment.
Jotinson Gym 6:30. Gather Montgomery Vark every
Sunday 11:00 268-Q890, •42·2524.
02116
THE ESTABLISHMENT. DRINK, dine, dance
cxpericncc-1 . eacli Sunday prcsen!S the Wa1~r111elon
Mountain Jug Hand, 7~10:30, wath S.trceuatk Tues·
02116
Sat.,'l•l:lO.
Hll.

Students to ei/1.
·~@~,
~~~
~19t9
credit for scoltlf~j~~ru\ll'

HOUSES fQR SALE near UNM LaW" School,
PCMC. Stone<:;o., 683-Q!lOO, 344.(m4,
OUil ,
Sl"!l.,.MER WOOD CL.ARINET, recenllyoverhauled,
S~OO or besl offer. Call Judy 898·1.3SI ~venin~s.
02116
DRUM SET. CYMBALS •. Emllcnt. Complete. 2680579.
OZ/16
1973 610 DATSUN 1800 4PR. Std. While. $800,00.
Will consldor offer. 256·7994.
OZ/16

301 2nd St., SW
243-4440, 4449

•
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his stint a chairman of the House
Public Affairs · Committee two
years ago.
"During one period I heard 180
violations of liquor law without one
revocation of license,'' he said.
"Most of these violations involved
minors drinking illegally."
"Let's put the burden where it
belongs,'' he· said. ''The (present)
$25 fine is not affecting the kids in
the least. A minor will go into a bar
and request service even though be
knows he is drinking illegally. He
may be using a fake ID or just look
21."

One of Pena's aims with this bill
is cleaning up the law-enforcement
image of the state Alcoliolic
Beverage Control department.
"One of my big concerns is that,
in view of Mr: (Carlos) Jaramillo,
(past director o( ABC), many
legislators have lost faith in the
ABC's ability to keep the liquor
industry clean. I for one· don't want
to open up more liquor licenses
until we c;an guarantee to the public
that present laws will be controlled,
underage drinking being just one
example."

Single parent problems studied
question the assumption that the
mother is the best person to raise
the children, he said.
Smith said that he is having
trouble finding single-parent

fathers for his research. He said
that he would like to know what
happens to them after they get
custody because he has not been
able to locate many of them.

RSHEIII'HOYO

Dr. Richard Smith, UNM famil'llile instructor, Is msesrching the
dllemm111 encountered by single pamnts.

